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ABSTRACT
The Effect o f Prophylactic Ankle Taping on Valgus/Varus Knee Joint Moment 
During a Side Step Cut-Maneuver
By
Anthony John House
Dr. Brent C. Mangus, Examination Committee Chair 
Associate Professor o f Kinesiology 
University o f  Nevada, Las Vegas
Limited research evaluating the influence o f prophylactic ankle taping on the lower 
extremity kinetic chain is available. Ankle and knee injury have been documented during 
quick deceleration and change in direction while running. Anecdotally, clinicians and 
researchers suggest that the application o f  prophylactic ankle taping to limit ankle 
movement does not translate pathogenic forces to the proximal joints. The purpose was 
to examine the effects o f prophylactic ankle taping on valgus/varus joint moment at the 
knee during the side step cut-maneuver. Results indicate no significant difference (p- 
value=.60) between valgus/varus knee joint moment between un-taped and taped 
conditions; -0.37±.51 Nm/kg and -0.42±.37 Nm/kg, respectively. In conclusion the 
results suggest prophylactic ankle taping does not significantly influence valgus/varus 
joint moment at the knee. The overall risk o f knee injury associated with a valgus/varus 
joint moment at the knee remains unchanged during the side step cut-maneuver with the 
application o f prophylactic ankle taping.
Ill
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
In a systematic review o f epidemiologic studies from 1977-2005, ankle injuries were 
second to knee injuries when compared among 70 different sports across 38 countries 
(Fong et al,  2007). Fong thoroughly identified and compared 2 decades worth o f 
empirical data but an interesting limitation o f epidemiologic studies arises by the skewed 
perception o f  ankle injury. The patterns and frequency o f injuries presented to 
researchers and clinicians reflect the popularity o f  a given sport, the hazards associated 
with the sport, and importantly the tendency o f the injured to seek out medical attention 
(Garrick & Requa, 1988). The most commonly reported ankle injury is the lateral ankle 
sprain and it is estimated that 55% o f individuals suffering ankle sprains do not seek 
treatment from a health care professional (Hertel, 2002).
Due to its frequent occurrence in sport, the lateral ankle sprain is commonly 
denounced. A typical expression that illustrates this trend is, “ [Ijt’s only an ankle sprain” 
(Garrick & Requa, 1988). Subjects needing medical attention and importantly clinicians 
should warrant caution when ambiguously describing the severity o f a lateral ankle 
injury. In the lower extremity the ankle is at a potential mechanical disadvantage during 
closed kinetic chain tasks because it is the most distal and mobile weight bearing joint. 
During landing on an irregular surface or during a poorly executed cut-maneuver, a force 
associated with ground contact must first translate through the ankle before reaching the
1
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knee and hip. Evidently an excessive supination torque (Wright et al,  2000) with a 
combination o f  excessive inversion, internal rotation o f the rear foot, and external 
rotation o f the lower leg can result in lateral ankle injury (Hertel, 2002). The overall 
severity o f a lateral ankle sprain is also increased with a simultaneous increase in plantar 
flexion (Wright et al., 2000). The universal incidence o f ankle injury may simply be 
reflective o f the nature o f  acute injuries summed up by the following statement: A 
“magnitude and direction sufficient to generate acute injuries tend to seek common 
anatomic weaknesses” (Alt et ai, 1999).
External supports have been implemented to strengthen the “anatomic weakness” by 
combating excessive moments and excessive movements o f the ankle. The rate o f 
occurrence and severity o f  ankle sprains in athletes has been shown to significantly 
decrease with the use o f  prophylactic bracing and taping (Verhagen, 2000). It is well 
established amongst allied health professionals that prophylactic ankle taping techniques 
are individualized by clinicians based upon preference. The closed basket weave taping 
technique is generally practiced as a prophylactic measure for lateral ankle sprains. From 
a mechanical perspective, the standard closed basket weave when properly applied to the 
ankle is intended to provide structural support by incorporating integral tape application 
o f stirrups, figure-of-eights, and heel-locks. Additionally, Wilkerson suggests 
incorporating lateral subtalar slings to enhance lateral ankle stability in the closed basket 
weave. The lateral subtalar slings provide support for the multi-planar functional axis 
located —45“ from the long axis o f the foot in the sagittal plane (Wilkerson, 1991). In 
taping techniques like the closed basket weave and lateral subtalar slings, great effort is 
utilized by the clinician to apply tension upon the tape to restrict supination o f the foot.
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In theory, this restriction o f a series o f ankle movements can effect other joint movements 
in the lower extremity.
Currently, there is limited research evaluating the effects o f  ankle prophylaxes on the 
kinetic chain o f  events within the lower extremity. Anecdotally, clinicians and 
researchers have suggested that the use o f prophylactic ankle taping will not translate 
pathogenic forces to proximal joints within the lower extremity. But Santos identified 
kinematic variations on the knee and hip due to altered ankle mechanics (Santos et al, 
2004). The researchers’ findings suggest that decreased ankle motion may lead to 
increased risk for knee injury due to increased knee axial rotation. Also, Nishikawa 
presented findings which suggest that the implementation o f prophylactic ankle taping 
induces a lateral shift in the center o f pressure (COP) o f the stance foot during gait 
(Nishikawa et al, 2002). The lateral shift in COP increases the lever arm for the ground 
reaction force about the subtalar axis leading to a greater tendency toward pronation 
throughout stance. Although a lateral shift in COP creates a mechanical advantage 
against supination, Becket suggests that hyperpronation o f the foot and ankle may 
increase the risk o f injury to the ACL due to coupled ankle pronation-tibial internal 
rotation preloading the ACL (Becket, 1992). Venesky evaluated the effects o f 
prophylactic ankle bracing on valgus/varus and internal/external rotation knee joint 
moment during a simulated drop landing on to a slant board (Venesky, 2006). Results 
indicated significantly increased ankle eversion joint moment, significantly increased 
knee external rotation joint moment, and a trend in decreased knee valgus joint moment 
in the braced condition vs. the unbraced condition. Although significant differences were 
not observed in valgus/varus knee joint moment during drop landings, Venesky suggested
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tasks with increased lateral movement may produce a significant difference for 
valgus/varus knee joint moment induced by ankle prophylactic supports.
Hvpothesis
Ankle injuries and knee injuries both have documented risks during the side step cut- 
maneuver due to excessive medial/lateral kinematics and kinetics (Besier et al,  2003; 
Besier et ai,  2001a; Besier et al,  2001b; McLean et al,  2004a; McLean et al,  2005; 
McLean et a l,  2004b; McLean et al,  1998; Pollard C.D., 2004; Pollard et al,  2005; S. 
Sigward & Powers, 2006a; S. M. Sigward & Powers, 2006b). The side step cut- 
maneuver increases lateral movement and task difficulty compared to previous 
methodology used to evaluate plausible changes in valgus/varus knee joint moment with 
the application o f prophylactic ankle support. It was hypothesized that the application o f 
a closed basket weave with subtalar slings will alter valgus/varus joint moment o f the 
plant-knee. The purpose was to evaluate the influence o f prophylactic ankle taping 
incorporating subtalar slings on valgus/varus joint moment at the knee during the side 
step cut-maneuver.
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C H A P T E R  2
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Major Concepts in Ankle Prophylactic Device Research:
A Mechanical Perspective 
Researchers have evaluated the effects o f ankle taping and bracing on ankle injury 
prevention and overall sport performance. The introduction o f prophylactic taping and 
bracing has demonstrated success in reducing the incidence o f  ankle injury although the 
direct mechanism for prevention remains elusive (Olmsted et al,  2004; Verhagen, 2000). 
From a mechanical perspective, prophylactic benefits can be attributed to increased 
structural support. Interestingly, several disparities arise when reviewing current 
literature available for the clinician and researcher. Researchers have evaluated the 
effectiveness o f prophylactic ankle taping and bracing by comparing ankle range o f 
motion (ROM) in a non-weight bearing position using passive ROM measures (Alt et ai, 
1999; Gross e/ûf/., 1994; Gross et ai,  1987; Metcalfe et a/., 1997; Morris & Musnicki lii, 
1983; Paris, 1995; Wilkerson, 1991). Researchers warrant caution for the cross-over in 
quantitative measures during passive, non-weight bearing analysis to events dynamic and 
weight bearing in nature (Eils et al., 2002; Gross et al., 1994; Paris, 1995; Ricard et al, 
2000). During weight bearing, the axial load placed on the ankle increases the jo in t’s 
mechanical stability (Cawley & France, 1991; Michelson & Helgemo Jr, 1995; Stormont 
et al,  1985). Arguing notions that ankle bracing is more effective in preventing ankle
5
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injury using non-weight bearing, passive range o f motion measures seems to an extent be 
inappropriate when considering the dynamic nature o f lateral ankle sprain pathology.
Researchers have addressed the limitations o f non-weight bearing conditions in prior 
studies by evaluating effects o f ankle prophylactic supports on maximum ankle angles, 
and angular velocity during weight bearing stance using tilt-platforms (Alt et al., 1999; 
Eils et al., 2002; Metcalfe et al., 1997; Pederson et al,  1997). In a study evaluating 
passive and rapidly induced stability characteristics o f  ankle braces, Eils concluded that 
passive support characteristics o f braces are reflected under dynamic, rapidly induced 
conditions but the amount is reduced when compared to PROM measures (Eils et ah, 
2002). Therefore, Eils also advises caution for recommending application o f 
prophylactic braces in dynamic situations based solely on passive stability characteristics. 
In summary, the dynamic effects at the ankle produced by ankle taping may be 
underestimated due to limitations in passive non-weight bearing measures.
In theory, possible alterations in ankle motion using taping or bracing may lead to 
alterations in knee motion. Anecdotal suggestions state that prophylactic ankle taping 
and bracing will not translate pathogenic forces to the knee. Anecdotal remarks have not 
been empirically validated. This literature review is intended to provide theoretical and 
empirical evidence to bridge empirical and anecdotal implications regarding possible 
kinetic changes at the knee induced by ankle prophylactic supports. To date based on the 
knowledge o f  the reviewer, only two studies have been published evaluating the kinetic 
and kinematic chain within the lower extremity induced by ankle prophylactic supports. 
The order o f  literature presented will be chronological and reflect the evolution in
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methodological complexity. The following sections will provide the reader with brief 
synopses o f methodology and concluding remarks for literature evaluating:
1) the effects o f  physical activity on ankle prophylactic supports using non­
weight bearing measures
2) the effects o f  physical activity on ankle prophylactic supports and weight 
bearing measures
3) ankle prophylactic supports on the implications for knee injury
4) the implication for knee injury during dynamic cut-maneuvers.
The literature review will lead the reader into the third chapter, describing the 
methodology for evaluating the effect o f prophylactic ankle taping on valgus/varus knee 
joint moment during a dynamic cut-maneuver.
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Physical Activity on Ankle Prophylactic Supports and 
Non-weight bearing Measures
Table 1. Reported non-weight bearing ankle ROM values from studies evaluating 
the effects o f  physical activity on prophylactic ankle taping
Author/
Year
Duration 
o f Activity
Unsupported 
Inversion/ Piantar/Dorsi 
Eversion ROM Flexion ROM
Taped
Inversion/ 
Eversion ROM
Plantar/Dorsi 
Flexion ROM
Morris/ 0 min. TROM: 49.7 TROM: 70.6 TROM: 33.2 TROM: 51.9
1983
10 min. TROM: 34.8 TROM: 57.9
20 min. TROM: 34.8 TROM: 59.1
Gross/ 0 min. TROM: 96.9±18.7 TROM: 68.1416.9
1987
10 min. TROM: 74.7415.5
Paris/ 0 min. IV:41.5±8.2 PE: 45.047.0 IN: 28.746.9 PE: 25.645.9
1995
EV: 36.Ü 7.3 DF: 24.8410.0 EV: 24.846.3 DE: 18.648.3
15 min. IN: 32.546.6 PE: 28.045.8
EV: 27.046.3 DF: 19.248.0
30 min. IN: 33.546.5 PE: 29.945.9
EV: 27.946.7 DE: 19.147.8
45 min. IN: 34.247.2 PE: 31.745.2
EV: 29.146.2 DF: 20.547.7
60 min. IN: 35.248.0 PE: 32.545.6
EV: 29.346.4 DE: 20.247.7
Metcalfe/ 20 min. IN: 34.1±11.4 PE: 42.145.2 IN: 26.449.9 PE: 36.643.7
1997
EV: I4.6±2.2 DE: 52.045.1 EV: 12.241.5 DF: 43.445.1
Gross/ 0 min. IN: 51.9410.4
1994
EV: 47.6±12.4
10 min. IN: 34.5410.6
EV: 38.9410.0
20 min. IN: 39.249.5
EV: 43.3410.8
Wilkerson/ 0 min. IN: 42.6±6.l PE: 44.546.2 IN: 15.144.4 PE: 23.344.9
1991*
1-2 hr IN: 23.646.9 PF: 34.145.6
IN: mean peak inversion 
angle
EV : mean peak eversion 
angle
DE: mean peak dorsiflexion angle 
PE: mean peak plantar llexion angle
TROM: sum o f peak inversion and 
peak eversion
^reported values for taped condition 
incorporating the subtalar sling
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Morris assessed the total range o f  motion for ankle inversion/eversion and plantar 
flexion/dorsiflexion prior to ankle taping, immediately after ankle taping, after an initial 
10 minutes o f  moderate exercise, and then finally after an additional 10 minutes (total 20 
min) o f moderate exercise using a goniometer (Morris & Musnicki lii, 1983). The 
prophylactic ankle taping technique used was a Gibney closed basket-weave with heel- 
locks applied over pre-wrap and spray adherent. It was not specified if figure-of-eights 
were incorporated. The moderate exercise included a total o f ten minutes o f jogging 
around a gymnasium; 5 minutes clockwise and 5 minutes counter-clockwise. Results 
indicated significant restriction in ROM between the no taping and immediately after 
ankle taping. After 10 minutes o f  moderate exercise, a significant reduction in restriction 
o f plantar flexion/dorsiflexion and inversion/eversion ROM were demonstrated. After 20 
minutes o f moderate exercise, plantar flexion/dorsiflexion ROM significantly increased 
from measures taken at 10 minutes and no significance difference were noted in the 
inversion/eversion ROM between 10 minutes and 20 minutes. Although exercise 
influenced the restrictive properties o f  the prophylactic ankle taping, even after 20 
minutes o f  exercise ankle ROM in both planes were significantly restricted when 
compared to measures prior to taping. Morris concluded that the Gibney closed basket 
weave taping technique was effective in reducing ankle ROM even after 20 minutes o f 
exercise (Morris & Musnicki lii, 1983).
Gross compared the effectiveness o f  ankle taping and a semi-rigid orthosis before and 
after exercise (Gross et al., 1987). The exercise bout included 10 minutes o f running at 
the subject’s own pace on a 5 X 10 meter figure-of-eight course followed by 20 toe raises 
on a 6” step. The prophylactic ankle taping technique used was a closed basket weave
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technique with a figure-of-eight and both a medial and lateral heel-loek applied over pre­
wrap and spray adherent. The semi-rigid orthosis utilized was an Air Cast Air Stirrup. 
Maximum inversion and maximum eversion were passively measured prior to application 
o f  prophylactic supports and after the applieation o f  prophylaetie supports and exereise 
using a Cybex-11 with 71b force applied 1.5 em from the top o f the lateral aspect o f  the 
exereise unit. Maximum inversion and maximum eversion were summed to yield a total 
ROM (TROM) measure. Results indicated that both prophylaetie supports significantly 
restricted passive inversion/eversion ROM. The semi-rigid orthosis demonstrated greater 
restriction in TROM immediately after application. It was suggested that the difference 
in TROM immediately after application was due to a significantly increased restriction in 
maximum eversion by the semi-rigid orthosis compared to the ankle taping. After 
exercise both prophylactic supports significantly restricted TROM and independently for 
maximum inversion and maximum eversion when eompared to the values prior to 
applieation o f prophylaetie support. Also after 10 minutes o f exereise, a signifieant 
difference was illustrated in TROM attributed to an increase in maximum inversion for 
the taped ankle eondition. The “loosening” was not significant in the semi-rigid orthosis 
condition. Gross concluded that the semi-rigid orthosis may be more effeetive in 
preventing ankle injuries (Gross et ah, 1987).
Paris recognized that previous studies did not evaluate prophylaetie supports beyond 
30 minutes which may only reflect the average time for general warm-ups prior to 
athletic activity (Paris, 1995). The purpose was to assess prophylactic ankle taping and 
commercial ankle braces on ankle ROM after periods o f 15, 30, 45, and 60 minutes o f 
activity. A modified Inman ankle machine was used to measure passive ROM o f the
10
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ankle with a 9kg mass applied to the pulley system inverting and everting the ankle joint 
prior to prophylactic support application, after the applieation o f the Gibney closed 
basket weave ankle taping, the Swede-O Universal ankle braee, and the SubTalar Support 
ankle brace. To simulate sport activity subjects were asked to speed-walk on a treadmill 
inclined 9° at 3 mph for 10 minutes, broken down into the following: 2 minutes forward 
walking, 3 minutes left facing carioca, 3 minutes right facing carioca, and 2 minutes 
forward walking. An additional 5 minutes was added to the activity time to reset subjects 
into the modified Inman ankle machine. This procedure was performed by all subjects 4 
times (15 minute intervals) under each (4) support condition. All prophylactic supports 
prior to activity effectively restricted maximum inversion when compared to the 
unsupported condition. All three support conditions significantly increased in maximum 
inversion between time 0 minutes and 15 minutes. Maximum inversion significantly 
increased further between the 15 and 30 minute interval for the SubTalar Support brace. 
All prophylactic supports restricted maximum eversion prior to activity when eompared 
to the unsupported eondition prior to activity. Maximum eversion o f the taped ankle 
significantly increased after 15 minutes o f activity, the Swede-O braee ankle increased 
significantly at 60 minutes, and the SubTalar Support braced ankles did not significantly 
increase in maximum eversion throughout activity. Results indicated a signifieant 
restriction in plantar flexion prior to activity between unsupported and supported 
conditions. The SubTalar Support brace and ankle taping increased significantly in 
plantar flexion ROM after 15 minutes and ankle taping significantly increased with each 
consecutive time interval. Swede-O braced ankles significantly increased in plantar 
flexion after 30 minutes. All prophylaxes reduced dorsiflexion ROM prior to activity
1 1
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when eompared to the unsupported ankle. Ankle taping significantly increased in 
dorsiflexion ROM after 45 minutes and the Swede-O and SubTalar Support brace did not 
significantly increase in dorsiflexion ROM. Paris concluded that braces provide longer 
support during activity than tape with the Swede-O braee retaining maximum inversion 
and maximum plantar flexion support longer than the SubTalar Support brace (Paris, 
1995).
Metcalfe eompared the restrictive properties as well as the effects on select motor 
performance tasks o f the closed basket weave incorporating two heel locks and one 
figure-of-eight, the closed basket weave incorporating two heel locks, one figure-of- 
eight, and a moleskin stirrup, and finally the Swede-O Universal brace (Metcalfe et al., 
1997). For this section o f the review, only the restrictive measures will be reported. 
Subjects completed a 20 minute run on a 200 meter indoor track. Cones were placed at 
each end o f the track and subjects were asked to increase speed as they ran through the 
coned section o f  the track. Plantar flexion/dorsiflexion and inversion/eversion passive 
ROM were measured using a goniometer prior to activity, after 10 minutes o f  activity, 
and at the end o f  the 20 minutes o f  activity. To reduce fatigue, subjects rested 24 hrs 
between conditions. The main effect results indicated a significant decrease in plantar 
flexion during exereise for the taping with moleskin stirrup and bracing when eompared 
to the unsupported eondition. Taping and taping with the moleskin stirrup significantly 
restricted eversion when compared to the unsupported eondition. All prophylactic 
supports significantly restricted dorsiflexion and inversion compared to the unsupported 
condition. When comparing passive ROM after 10 minutes and 20 minutes o f running, 
data reflected a significant increase in all movements when compared to the unsupported.
12
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Further analysis comparing 10 minute values to 20 minute values were not significant. 
Metcalfe concluded that the incorporation o f  the moleskin stirrup to the closed basket 
weave with heel-loeks and a figure-of-eight significantly restricts all 4 movements 
(Metcalfe et al., 1997). Without the moleskin stirrup the closed basket weave with heel- 
locks and figure-of-eight and the Swede-O brace were only effective in restricting in 3 o f 
the 4 movements.
To increase the effectiveness o f mechanical support provided by ankle taping, 
Wilkerson, suggested the implementation o f  lateral subtalar slings using Elastikon to 
resist the functional axis o f rotation for the ankle (Wilkerson, 1991). Using passive ROM 
measures, Wilkerson concluded that the incorporation o f subtalar slings enhances 
mechanical support necessary to prevent inversion ankle sprains when eompared to the 
standard Gibney closed basket weave. The effects o f physical activity were not 
measured. Later in a study by Gross comparing prophylactic ankle taping incorporating 
subtalar slings to the DonJoy Ankle Ligament Protector, results suggested that the taping 
technique was influenced by 10 minutes o f  exercise (Gross et al., 1994). The exercise 
consisted o f  running at a constant self-selected speed on a 5 X 10m figure-of-eight course 
followed by 20 unilateral toe-raises on a 15.24 cm step. Testing spanned 2 days with a 
different prophylactic support tested on each day. External inversion/eversion joint 
moments (4.068Nm or 3ft-lb) were applied and passive ROM was measured using a 
Biodex dynamometer prior to support applieation, immediately after support applieation, 
and after 10 minutes o f exercise. Results indicated that the prophylactic ankle taping 
provided a significantly greater restriction o f inversion immediately after application 
when eompared to the prophylaetie braee and no significant difference in restriction
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between prophylactic support after 10 minutes o f  exercise. The “ loosening” o f  the ankle 
taping incorporating subtalar slings should not be confused with it’s restrictive 
capabilities and the “ loosening” may be reflective in a greater potential for increased 
ROM after exereise as the tape is inherently stressed to a greater extent. Overall, the 
implementation o f lateral subtalar sling appears to enhance the mechanical support 
beyond the capabilities o f the standard closed basket weave and equivalent to 
prophylactic ankle bracing, in this case, the DonJoy Ankle Ligament Protector (Gross et 
al., 1994; Gross et al., 1987; Wilkerson, 1991).
Phvsical Aetivitv on Ankle Prophvlactic Supports and 
Weight Bearing Measures
Table 2. Reported weight bearing ankle motion values from studies 
evaluating the effects o f physical activity on prophylactic ankle taping
AuthorA'car
Duration of 
Activity
Maximum Rate o f Inversion (“/see) 
Unsupported Taped
Pederson/1997 0 min. 460.1 ± 105.0 268.7 4  59.0
30 min. 452.3 ± 103.3 349.2 4 63.0
Ricard/2000 0 min. 364.2 4 86.4 226.9 4 63.5
10+ min. 368.7 4  87.1 262.7 4 61.0
Maximu m Inversion Angle (°)
Pedcrson/1997 0 min. 32.9 4 6.2 21.5 + 5.2
30 min. 33.5 4  6.9 27.0 4 5.4
Ricard/2000 0 min. 37.8 4 4.6 27.4 4  5.0*
10+ min. 38.8 4 6.3 29.1 4  4.7*
* reported values for prophylactic ankle taping with pre-wrap
Alt investigated the effects o f prophylactic taping before and after physical activity 
during 80% weight bearing and sudden inversion using a tilt-platform (Alt et al., 1999). 
The tilt-platform was designed to elicit 30° o f inversion combined with 15° o f plantar
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flexion. Kinematic data were collected using an electrogoniometer for the unsupported 
ankle, immediately after application o f prophylactic ankle taping, after 1 bout o f  physieal 
activity, and then after a second bout o f physieal activity. The physical activity included 
the following: 5 drop jum ps from a height o f 32cm, 10 minutes o f  treadmill running, and 
100 jumps on a device with an oblique surface. The standard Gibney closed basket 
weave with a figure-of-eight were evaluated with 2 different tapes (Leukotape and 
Porotape) and 2 different teehniques, one with proximal and distal anchors and the other 
without one proximal and one distal anchor. Data with the unsupported ankle, 
immediately after applieation, and after the second bout o f exercise were utilized for final 
data analysis. All ankle taping conditions significantly reduced the maximum inversion 
and velocity by -35%  when compared to the unsupported ankle. Maximum inversion 
angle was not significantly different for both taping teehniques using Leukotape when 
comparing values before and after physieal activity. Maximum inversion angle was 
significantly different only for the Porotape Gibney closed basket weave with a figure-of- 
eight and without one proximal and one distal anchor before and after exereise. Alt 
concluded that improved mechanical stability is provided with the standard Gibney 
closed basket weave with a figure-of-eight when compared to the same technique without 
one distal and one proximal anchor (Alt et al., 1999).
Pederson compared the effects o f unsupported, taped, spatted, and a combination o f 
taped and spatted conditions on the amplitude and rate o f  inversion before and after 
physical activity (Pederson et ah, 1997). Sudden inversion was applied to the right ankle 
to 35° while subjects were asked to single-leg stand in full weight bearing on a drop 
platform. Kinematic data were recorded using an Ariel Video Analysis system (60Hz)
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and digitized using the Ariel Performance Analysis Software 5 frames before the drop o f 
the platform and 20 frames after. Testing occurred over 4 days, one day per condition, 
before and after physical activity. Physical activity incorporated a 30 minute period of 
rugby drills which included forms o f lateral cutting and forward running. The 
prophylactic ankle taping applied was a closed basket weave which included anchors, 
stirrups, heel locks, and figure-of-eights. Pre-wrap was utilized although the use o f  spray 
adherent was not specified. The spatting technique included application o f  pre-wrap over 
the sock and shoe, anchors just below the base o f the gastrocnemius, spiraled 5 cm 
conform tape down from the anchors to the ankle, and then the applieation o f two heel- 
locks. Spatting was completed by covering up the conform with white tape using the 
ankle taping technique. The results before physical activity indicated all comparisons o f 
maximum inversion and maximum inversion velocity were significantly different except 
for the taped condition compared to the spatted condition. After 30-minutes o f physical 
activity results indicated significant increases in maximum inversion for the taped, 
spatted, and combined taped and spatted conditions. The amount o f inversion for the 
unsupported condition appeared to increase throughout physical activity but did not reach 
significance. Pair-wise comparisons for maximum inversion velocity after physical 
activity increased significantly for taped, spatted, and combined taped and spatted 
conditions. Maximum inversion velocity for the unsupported ankle showed no 
significance difference after physical activity. The taped condition before activity 
reduced ROM by ~ 1 1.5° (35%) and —6.6° (20%) after activity when eompared to the 
unsupported ankle. Maximum inversion velocities for the taped condition were 268.7°/s 
before and 349.2°/s after drills, a 42% and 23% reduction compared to the unsupported
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ankle. Combined ankle taping and spatting condition reduced maximum inversion before 
drills by 12.9° (53%) and after drills by 15.5° (46%) when compared to the unsupported 
ankle. Maximum inversion velocity before drills was 198.7°/s and after drills was 
236.0°/s, an overall reduction o f 57% and 48% compared to the unsupported condition. 
The spatted condition reduced maximum inversion before drills by 12.9° (39%) and after 
drills by 11.2° (33%). Inversion velocity before drills was 257.3°/s and after drills was 
292.3°/s, an overall reduction o f 44% before drills and 35% after drills. Pederson 
concluded that all prophylactic supports were effective in reducing maximum inversion 
and maximum inversion velocity with combined spatting and taping being the most 
effective and taping being the least effective o f all prophylactic supports. Exercise 
loosens the prophylactic ankle taping but there may remain a functional restriction 
against maximum inversion and inversion velocity after physical activity (Pederson et al., 
1997).
Ricard compared the effects o f tape, with and without prewrap, on dynamic ankle 
inversion before and after exercise (Ricard et al., 2000). Sudden inversion was applied to 
the ankle during full weight bearing single leg stance using a similar platform as Alt 
(1999). The platform provided 15° o f plantar flexion but rotated further for inversion to 
37° compared to 30° in the platform utilized by Alt (1999). Kinematic data were 
collected using an electrogoniometer (fs = lOOOHz) before and after physical activity. 
Physical activity included a 10 minute treadmill run at 9.66 kph (6 mph), running figure- 
of-eights (9.1 m, 3 sets, 5 repetitions), shuttle runs (9.1 m, 3 sets, 3 repetitions), and 
bilateral toe raises (3 sets, 20 repetitions). Maximum inversion, time to maximum 
inversion, average inversion velocity, and maximum inversion velocity were calculated
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and used for comparison. Ankle support condition included unsupported, closed basket 
weave incorporating heel-locks, figure-of-eights, spray adherent, and prewrap, and finally 
the same taping technique without prewrap. Results indicated no significant difference in 
all four variables between taping over prewrap or directly to the skin. Both taping 
conditions significantly decreased maximum inversion by -10° from the unsupported 
condition. Maximum inversion increased -1° to 2° after physical activity in all three 
conditions. Time to maximum inversion was greater for the taped conditions compared 
to the unsupported condition before and after physical activity, even though the ankle 
required less movement to reach maximum inversion in the taped condition. A 
significant difference was noted before physical activity compared to after physical 
activity in average inversion velocity for the taped condition. But the average inversion 
velocity was significantly less in the taped conditions before physical activity and after 
physical activity when compared to the unsupported condition. The average inversion 
velocity in the taped conditions significantly increased by ~36°/s after physical activity 
and the average inversion velocity for the unsupported condition appeared to increase by 
~4.5°/s but did not reach significance. Maximum inversion velocity was significantly 
less in the taped conditions both before and after physical activity. The maximum 
inversion velocity increased by ~40°/s to ~76°/s after exercise in all conditions. The 
study concluded that the use o f prewrap with spray adherent is as effective as taping 
directly to the skin and both techniques reduce maximum inversion, time to maximum 
inversion, average inversion velocity, and maximum inversion velocity. Ricard also 
stated in the conclusion, -50%  o f  the reported loosening o f  prophylactic taping may be
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resultant o f increased tissue extensibility o f  the ankle connective tissue (Ricard et al., 
2000).
Implications for Knee Injury due to 
Ankle Prophylactic Supports
Table 3. Reported values o f altered ankle motion and knee motion due to ankle
Author/
Year
Measure Unsupported Supported
Prophylactic
Technique
Ni.shikawa/
2002
mean maximum inversion velocity (7s) 
during stance phase o f gait
68.1 ± 18.3 71.3 ±29 .6 Tape
mean maximum inversion angle (°) 
during stance phase o f gait
2.8 ± 1.9 4.8 ± 3 .7 Tape
mean inversion angle at initial ground contact (°) 
during stance phase o f gait
4.2 ± 2.6 0.8 ± 3 .4 Tape
Total inversion/eversion ROM (°) 
during stance phase o f gait
8.7 ± 1.6 9.1 ± 2 .7 Tape
Santos/
2004
mean internal knee rotation movement (°) 
during closed trunk rotation task
14.9 ± 9 .4 21 .3 ±  12.1 Brace
Venesky/
2006
mean peak knee valgus moment (Nm) 
during drop landing on slanted surface
91.7 ±28.3 86.7 ± 2 5 .0 Brace
mean peak knee external rotation (Nm) 
during drop landing on slanted surface
20.4 ± 8.2 22.0 ± 8 .6 Brace
Becket performed a retrospective study investigating biomechanical abnormalities o f 
the foot and ankle complex on knee pathology, specifically the relationship between 
hyperpronation and ACL injury (Becket, 1992). The navicular drop test was performed 
on subjects’ affected knees with a history o f ACL rupture as well as on an uninjured 
group. The results indicated higher navicular drop in subjects who sustained an ACL 
rupture. Further analysis indicated that there was no significant difference between 
navicular drop between injured subjects during contact vs. non contact mechanism.
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Nishikawa investigated the effects o f  prophylactic ankle supports on pronation during 
gait (Nishikawa et al., 2002). The ankle prophylactic supports evaluated included a 
closed basket weave technique, a semi-rigid brace, and a cloth lace-up brace. The closed 
basket weave technique incorporated pre-wrap, stirrups, figure-of-eight, and double heel- 
locks. The use o f spray-adherent was not specified. Subjects were asked to walk 7m at a 
self selected speed under unsupported and 3 supported ankle conditions. Kinematic data 
were collected using a motion analysis system with four video cameras operating at 60Hz 
capturing six 2.5 cm hemispherical reflective markers placed on the base o f the first 
metatarsal, the lateral aspect o f the fifth phalanx, heel, posterior ankle joint line, medial 
and lateral knee joint axis, and anterior tibia. Kinetic data were collected using a force 
platform. Calculated measures for analysis include supination at heel strike, maximum 
pronation angle, total supination/pronation ROM, maximum pronation velocity, and 
medial/lateral position o f  the COP at heel strike relative to percentage o f shoe width 
calculated from the two forefoot markers and heel markers. Results indicated a 
significant decrease in supination at heel strike for the lace-up brace and taped conditions 
when compared to the unsupported condition. The semi-rigid brace was not significantly 
different when compared to the unsupported condition. Results indicated a significantly 
larger maximum pronation angle for the lace-up cloth brace and taped conditions when 
compared to the semi-rigid brace and un-braced condition. There was no statistical 
significance for total supination/pronation ROM for all conditions. Results demonstrated 
no significant difference in maximum pronation velocity although there was a trend 
toward a 17.4% increase for the lace-up cloth brace. The COP at heel strike was 
significantly displaced laterally under the lace-up cloth brace condition when compared
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to the unsupported condition. All other conditions were not significantly different at heel 
strike but Nishikawa observed that the COP at push-off for the lace-up cloth brace and 
taped conditions passed through the second toe and not the great toe as in the 
unsupported and semi-rigid brace conditions. Nishikawa concluded that the observed 
differences may have subtle implication for ankle injury and sport performance 
(Nishikawa et al., 2002). Conclusions made by Nishikawa may be expanded further by 
incorporating the conclusions by Becket and that is the observed differences for pronation 
due to prophylactic supports may have subtle implication for knee injury.
The influence o f ankle prophylactic supports on other joints was not studied until 
Santos evaluated the effects o f ankle bracing on motion o f  the knee during trunk rotations 
(Santos, et al., 2004). Kinematic data were collected using a three-dimensional motion 
analysis system while subjects performed two types o f  trunk rotations during single-leg 
standing wearing a semi-rigid brace (Active Ankle); repeated without ankle support. In 
the trunk rotation tasks, subjects were asked to single-leg stand and rotate the trunk to 
catch a ball with two hands for one condition and also rotate the trunk to touch a target 
with the shoulder while keeping the trunk erect for another condition. Results indicated 
ankle bracing significantly reduced the peak trunk axial rotation and had no significant 
change on peak knee axial rotation when subjects rotated their trunks to catch a ball. 
Results for the trunk rotation task to a marked point indicated that ankle bracing has no 
significant effect on peak trunk axial rotation but significantly increased peak knee 
internal rotation. Santos concluded that during the ball catching trunk rotation subjects 
were able to complete the task successfully without affecting peak knee axial rotation 
through a compensatory strategy using the upper extremity (Santos et al., 2004). During
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the trunk rotation task to touch the shoulder to a target, successful completion o f the task 
was not influenced by upper extremity compensatory strategy ultimately increasing peak 
knee internal rotation. Therefore, Santos suggested under forceful trunk rotation while 
standing on a single leg, a reduction in ankle movement may increase the risk for knee 
injury.
Venesky incorporated kinetic data into investigating prophylactic ankle bracing on 
the knee (Venesky, 2006). The purpose was to determine the effects o f wearing a semi­
rigid ankle brace (Active Ankle) on peak valgus/varus and internal/external rotation knee 
joint moments while landing on a slanted surface. Kinematic data were collected using a 
6 camera three-dimensional motion analysis system (VICON) at a sampling rate o f 60 Hz 
to track 10 reflective markers. Kinetic data were collected at a sampling rate o f 600 Hz 
using a force platform with a 20° slant board placed on top. For the landing tasks 
subjects were instructed to drop from hanging on a bar, land on the slant board with the 
braced leg while minimizing board contact with the opposing leg, hold the position for 3 
seconds, and then step off. Peak internal ankle and knee joint moments were calculated 
using inverse dynamics. For clarification, the joint moments were defined as follows: 
knee joint moments were net joint moments o f the thigh on the shank, and the ankle joint 
moments were net joint moments o f  the shank on the foot. A valgus knee joint moment 
indicated resistance o f the lateral structures o f the knee to a varus motion and an external 
rotation knee joint moment indicated knee rotators were acting against an internal 
rotation motion o f the shank relative to the thigh. Peak ankle eversion joint moment was 
significantly greater in the braced condition. No significance was identified between the 
brace and unsupported conditions for peak valgus joint moment o f the knee. Peak
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external rotation joint moment o f  the knee significantly increased during the ankle 
bracing condition. Venesky concluded that ankle bracing using a semi-rigid brace effects 
the other joints o f the lower extremity while landing on a slanted surface (Venesky,
2006). The peak knee valgus joint moment was unaffected during an axial loading task o f 
the knee but increased peak knee external rotation joint moment. Venesky further 
suggested that peak knee valgus joint moment results may vary with the introduction o f 
lateral movement evident during cut-maneuver tasks.
Dvnamic Cut-maneuvers
Table 4. Reported knee kinematic and kinetic data during the cut-maneuver.
Author/
Year Measure Valgus
McLean/
2004
Mean peak moment (Nm), males 
Mean peak moment (Nm), females
69.8 ± 2 3 .0  
83.5 ±24 .2
Besier/
2001
S30 average moment (Nm) at WA (estimate for m = 75 kg) 
S60 average moment (Nm) at WA (estimate for m = 75 kg)
-2 3 .0
-39 .0
McLean/
2004
Mean peak angle (“), males
Mean peak angle (°), females
Mean peak angle (°), simulated defensive opponent
Mean peak angle (°), no simulated defensive opponent
12.1 ± 4 .5
14.2 ± 5 .2  
15.0±5.1
11.3 ±4.1
Pollard/
2004
peak angle (“) within first 40° o f knee flexion, males
peak angle (°) within first 40° o f knee flexion, females
peak jo in t moment (Nm/kg) within first 40° o f knee flexion, males
peak joint moment (Nm/kg) within first 40° o f knee flexion, females
1.5 ± 6 .0
2.4 ± 3 .5  
0.3 ±0.1  
0.4 ± 0.2
Sigward/
2006
peak joint moment (Nm/kg) within the first 20% stance, males 
peak joint moment (Nm/kg) within the first 20% stance, females
(4 0 A ±
0.5 
0.01 ± 0 .3
Sigward/
2006
peak joint moment (Nm/kg) within the first 20%  stance, novice females 
peak joint moment (Nm/kg) within the first 20%  stance, experienced females
0.4 ±  0.5 
0.9 ± 0 .6
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McLean evaluated knee joint kinematics during the side step eut-maneuver (McLean 
et al., 1998). The goal was to evaluate the relationship between the side step eut- 
maneuver and non-contact ACL injury. Kinematic data were collected using 4 motion 
analysis video cameras sampling at 200 Hz tracking retro-reflective markers. Three 
dimensional marker positions were developed using direct linear transformation by a Sun 
Spare workstation. The data were processed using custom software (JTMOTION) to 
produce knee joint motion measures. Movement patterns, maximum and minimum 
displacement, and flexion/extension, valgus/varus, internal/external rotation range o f 
motion o f the knee were compared between running straight forward and the side step 
cut-maneuver. Kinetic data were collected using a force platform sampling at 600 Hz. 
Ground reaction force was utilized to determine foot contact time for normalizing the 
kinematic data. Kinematic and kinetic data were synchronized using a light beam switch 
to trigger the beginning o f data collection. A successful side step cut-maneuver required 
the leg under investigation to contact the force platform and the subject exiting between 
30“ and 55° from the original direction o f  movement. The approach running velocity was 
monitored using timing lights and was required to fall between 5.5 m/s and 7.0 m/s. 
Results indicated no significant difference between measures calculated using the right or 
left leg. Side step cutting resulted in a significantly larger maximum flexion, abduction, 
and external rotation. Range o f motion was also significantly increased during the side 
step eut-maneuver compared to running for all planes o f  movement. Some subjects 
demonstrated pure adduction and internal rotation during the side step cut-maneuver. 
Results also indicated significantly increased variation coefficients for valgus/varus and 
internal/external rotation movements. McLean concluded that the side step eut-maneuver
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resulted in increased knee joint motion compared to running but anecdotally the changes 
were not large enough to cause non-contact ACL injury (McLean et al., 1998). Also, 
McLean suggested the atypical knee joint rotations demonstrated by several subjects may 
potentially be a risk for injury but clear conclusions could not be developed due to a lack 
o f research at the time o f the study.
Besier investigated the external moments applied to the knee joint during the side step 
cut-maneuver, crossover cut-maneuver, and running (Besier et al., 2001b). The side step 
eut-maneuver was performed by planting the right foot on the force platform and cutting 
to the left at 30° and also at 60° from the approach direction. The crossover cut was 
performed by planting the right foot on the force platform, “crossing” the left leg over the 
right leg to cut to the right at 30° from the approach direction. Infrared timing lights were 
used to monitor running speed, delimited to 3 m/s. Kinematic data were collected using a 
VICON motion analysis system sampling at 50 Hz to track 13 lower limb retro-reflective 
markers and kinetic data were collected using a force platform sampling at 2000 Hz. 
Kinematic data and inverse dynamics calculations were performed using VICON 
software. Average joint moments were calculated for three phases o f stance: 1. Weight 
acceptance defined as heel-strike to the first trough in the GRF graph, 2. Peak push off 
defined as 10% on either side o f the peak GRF, and 3. Final push o ff defined as last 15% 
of stance. The joint moments represent external moments applied to the joint. Results 
indicated that the side step cut-maneuver and crossover cut-maneuver elicited greater net 
knee flexion joint moments than the run but was only significant for cutting to the left at 
30° during peak push-off. Net valgus/varus plane knee joint moments were significantly 
different between cutting tasks and when compared to running for all stages o f  stance.
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Both 30“ and 60“ side step cut-maneuvers placed a net valgus jo int moment on the knee at 
weight aeeeptanee and final push off. Both running and crossover cutting placed a net 
varus joint moment on the knee at weight acceptance and final push off. The net varus 
load was ~2x greater for crossover cutting compared to running. At peak push o ff  net 
varus knee joint moments were experienced in all tasks but upon closer analysis Besier 
identified a group that experienced valgus knee joint moments that were masked by large 
varus knee joint moments when calculating the net joint moment for all subjects. The 
differences between the groups were statistically significant for net frontal plane knee 
joint moment and none o f the subjects were intermediate o f the valgus or varus group. 
Cut-maneuvers were performed at significantly different speeds by the two groups. The 
valgus group performed the 60“ side step cut-maneuver 0.25m/s slower than the varus 
group. The differences noted in the frontal plane were not apparent in the sagittal or 
transverse plane. Net internal/external rotation knee joint moments were significantly 
different for all tasks at all phases o f stance. The net internal rotation knee joint moment 
experienced at weight acceptance during the cut-maneuvers was significantly greater by 
~4x than the net external rotation knee jo int moment experienced during running. The 
net external rotation knee joint moment experienced at weight acceptance during the 
crossover cut was significantly greater by more than ~2x than the net external rotation 
knee joint moment experienced during running. The net internal rotation knee joint 
moment experienced at peak push-off during the cut-maneuvers were up to ~5x the load 
experienced during running and the net external rotation knee joint moment during the 
cross-over cut was more than ~5x than that o f running. Besier concluded that the 
significant differences in net valgus/varus and internal/external rotation knee joint
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moments are thought to plaee the knee at risk for injury (Besier et al., 2001b). 
Specifieally, the eut-maneuver with external flexion, valgus, and internal rotation knee 
joint moments has implication for injury to the ACL and MCL injury where the 
combined flexion and varus knee joint moments have implication for injury to the LCL.
McLean investigated anterior/posterior mechanics o f  the knee during the side step 
eut-maneuver and the implications for ACL injury (McLean et al., 2004a). A successful 
side step eut-maneuver was performed when the approach velocity fell between 4.5 m/s 
and 5.5 m/s as well as the cut angle fell between 35“ and 55“ from the approach direction. 
Kinematic data were collected using 6 high-speed video cameras at 240 fps.
Synchronized kinetic data were collected using a force platform collecting at 1000 Hz. 
Both kinematic and kinetic data were incorporated into a musculoskeletal model to apply 
random perturbations at initial contact condition and altered quadriceps/hamstrings 
activation to simulate their effects on peak external knee joint moment during stance. 
Injury to the ACL was based on an anterior drawer force greater then 2000 N. Results 
indicated that perturbations significantly increased external knee anterior drawer force, 
peak valgus knee joint moment, and peak internal rotation knee joint moment. The peak 
anterior drawer force never exceeded 2000 N and based upon this criterion ACL injuries 
were not sustained in any o f  the models. Valgus knee joint moments reached values that 
were high enough to rupture the ligament which occurred more frequently in females 
when compared to males. McLean concluded that anterior/posterior mechanics o f  the 
knee cannot rupture the ACL ligament during the side step cut-maneuver and the 
complex interaction between muscle and jo int mechanics and external ground reaction
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forces in the anterior/posterior direction places a eeiling on ligament loads (McLean et 
al., 2004a).
Besier evaluated the anticipatory effects on knee joint moment during running and 
cut-maneuvers (Besier et al., 2001a). Tasks performed and methods were similar to the 
previous Besier’s study investigating external knee joint moment during running, 30“ and 
60“ eut-maneuvers, and crossover cutting (Besier et al., 2001b). The difference was the 
introduction o f  a LED target board placed in the view o f  the subject during approach to 
indicate the directed task to be performed. The anticipated condition used the target 
board to indicate the task to be completed at the beginning o f the approach run. The 
unanticipated condition indicated tasks to be performed when subjects passed through 
timing gates just prior to contact with the force platform. Results indicated that the 
unanticipated tasks were performed significantly slower by -0.15 m/s when compared to 
the anticipated tasks. Results indicated that the valgus/varus knee joint moments 
significantly increased in the unanticipated conditions when compared to the anticipated 
conditions. The crossover cut net varus knee joint moment significantly increased by ~2x 
during the unanticipated condition for all 3 phases o f stance. The run net varus knee joint 
moment also increased during the unanticipated condition but was only significant at 
peak push off. The net valgus knee joint moment measured at weight acceptance during 
unanticipated 30“ and 60“ cut-maneuver were -1 2 .3x and ~1.5x the magnitude o f 
anticipated tasks, respectively. The magnitudes for net valgus knee joint moment at peak 
push o ff and final push off were significantly increased during the unanticipated 30“ and 
60° cut-maneuver but were less than the net valgus knee joint moment at weight 
acceptance. Upon further analysis, Besier again identified a valgus and varus group for
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cut-maneuvers during both anticipatory conditions. In the unanticipated condition the 
valgus group experienced 55% larger net valgus knee joint moments and the varus group 
experienced a 34% reduction in the net varus knee joint moment when compared to the 
anticipated condition. Ail cutting tasks significantly increased net internal/external 
rotation knee joint moment during the unanticipated condition and the run was 
unaffected. The unanticipated 30“ and 60“ side step eut-maneuver significantly increased 
net internal rotation knee joint moment at weight acceptance. The net internal rotation 
knee joint moment at peak push o ff for the 30° side step cut-maneuver significantly 
increased by -29%  during the unanticipated condition. The final push o ff net internal 
rotation knee joint moment during the cut-maneuvers were less than values at weight 
acceptance and peak push o ff but significantly increased by -66%  and -49%  during the 
unanticipated condition for the 30“ and 60“ side step eut-maneuvers. Net external 
rotation knee joint moments for the crossover cut across all phases o f stance significantly 
increased by -90%  for weight aeeeptanee, -51%  peak push off, and -38%  final push off 
during the unanticipated condition. Besier concluded cut-maneuvers performed without 
adequate anticipation may increase the risk o f  non-contact knee ligament injury due to 
increased net valgus/varus and internal/external rotation knee joint moments (Besier et 
al., 2001a).
McLean investigated the effects o f gender and a simulated defense player on lower 
extremity mechanics during a side step cut-maneuver (McLean et al., 2004b). Methods 
w ere similar to the M eL ean’s study investigating anterior/posterior m echanies and ACL  
injury during side step cut-maneuvers (McLean et al., 2004a). Differences were cutting 
angles required to fall between a smaller range, 30“-40“ from the approach and a
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defensive opponent was simulated using a plastie skeleton placed 20 cm behind the force 
platform. Results indicated females displayed significantly larger peak knee valgus and 
rear foot pronation angles, hip abduction, hip internal rotation, and knee flexion and 
internal rotation angles compared to males. Significant increases resulted with the 
introduction o f  the simulated defender for medial GRF, hip flexion, hip abduction, knee 
flexion, and knee valgus angles. There was no significant interaction between gender and 
defender. Results indicated males had significantly greater between-trial variability in 
hip rotation during stance phase o f  the eut-maneuver and females had significantly 
greater between-trial variability in knee rotations. McLean concluded a simulated 
defender increased lower limb movement and forces and gender differences in joint 
kinematics suggests knee valgus movements may contribute to ACL injury risk in 
females. Also, the hip and ankle play an important role in controlling valgus/varus 
movement during side step cut-maneuvers. McLean suggests that males progressively 
supinate during contact phase o f the eut-maneuver indicating that the foot remains 
stationary and the upper body moves medially. Females illustrated an oscillation toward 
pronation and did not supinate until late stance (McLean et al., 2004b). These results 
suggested that rear-foot pronation should be evaluated as a risk factor for ACL injury.
Pollard evaluated gender differences in hip and knee joint mechanics during a 
randomly cued side step eut-maneuver (Pollard C.D., 2004). Kinematic data were 
collected using a 7 camera three dimensional motion analysis system at a sampling 
frequency o f  240 FIz and synchronized kinetic data were collected using a force platform 
at a sampling frequency at 1920 Hz. Internal joint moments were calculated using Visual 
3D software. Photoelectric timing devices were used to monitor approach and exit
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velocities. Approach velocities were required to fall between 5.5 m/s and 6.5 m/s, while 
exit velocities were required to fall between 4.5 m/s and 5.5 m/s. The side step cut- 
maneuver was performed at an angle o f  45° from the approach direction indicated by a 
eoned-off pathway. A run and a jum p stop task were introduced to present the subject 
with task options (run, side step cut-maneuver, jump stop) but data eolleeted during the 
side step cut-maneuver were used for final analysis. An illuminated target board 
randomly indicated colored lights to represent the task to be performed and was triggered 
by a photocell located 1.5 m in front o f the force platform. Results indicated no 
significant gender differences in peak knee abduction motion, peak knee internal rotation 
motion or peak hip internal rotation motion during the first 40° o f  knee flexion. Females 
demonstrated significantly less peak hip abduction motion than males during the first 40° 
o f knee flexion. Results demonstrated no significant gender differences in peak knee 
adduction joint moment, peak knee external rotation joint moment, peak hip abduction 
joint moment or peak hip external rotation joint moment during the first 40° o f knee 
flexion. Pollard noted that in certain planes, individuals within each gender exhibited 
different lower extremity mechanies across stance. Pollard concluded that no differences 
between genders were noted in peak valgus/varus and internal/external rotation knee and 
hip joint moments during the first 40° o f  knee flexion because o f the similar knee and hip 
kinematics in the sample population o f male and female collegiate soccer athletes. Also, 
it was apparent that some subjects, male and female, portrayed mechanics at the hip and 
knee thought to be related to ACL injury (Pollard C.D., 2004).
Pollard further investigated the variability o f various lower extremity segment and 
joint couplings during an unanticipated side step cut-maneuver (Pollard et al., 2005).
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Methods were similar to Pollards previous study investigating gender differences in hip 
and knee joint meehanies during randomly cued eut-maneuvers (Pollard C.D., 2004). 
Intralimb couplings from the right lower extremity were examined: thigh rotation/leg 
rotation; thigh abduction-adduetion/leg abduetion-adduction; hip abduction- 
adduction/knee rotation; hip rotation/knee abduetion-adduction; knee flexion- 
extension/knee rotation; and knee flexion/extension/hip rotation. Angle-angle plots were 
created for each coupling with the proximal segment comprised the abscissa and the 
distal comprised the ordinate. Coupling angles are calculated using the resultant vector to 
the right horizontal between two adjacent data points during stance. The standard 
deviation o f the coupling angles were calculated for each percent stance. The variability 
was averaged across the initial 40% o f stance and compared between genders. Results 
indicated that females demonstrated significantly less variability in four o f the six 
couplings when compared to males. Females demonstrated -32%  less thigh rotation/leg 
rotation variability, -40%  less thigh abduction-adduction/leg abduetion-adduction 
variability, -46%  less knee flexion-extension/knee rotation variability, and -44%  less 
knee flexion-extension/hip rotation variability. Upon further analysis the remaining 
coupling demonstrated a trend toward decreased variability in females and hip 
rotation/knee abduetion-adduction coupling during 35-45% o f stance were -51%  less 
coordinated variability than males. Pollard concluded that the gender differences in 
lower extremity coordination variability may be associated to increased ACL injury risk 
in females (Pollard et al., 2005). A decreased coordinated variability may limit the 
adaptability o f  a subject to an environmental perturbation.
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Sigward evaluated the influence o f gender on knee kinematics, kinetics, and muscle 
activation patterns during early deceleration o f a side step eut-maneuver (S. M. Sigward 
& Powers, 2006b). Early deceleration was defined as the first 20% o f  stance, the time at 
which the knee is in less than 40“ o f flexion. Kinematic data were collected using a 6 
camera motion analysis system (VICON) sampled at 120 Hz and kinetic data were 
collected using a force platform sampled at 2400 Hz. The side step cut-maneuver was 
completed with an approach speed between 5.5 m/s and 7.0 m/s monitored using 
photoeleetrie switch and force platform contact. The side step cut-maneuver was 
performed between cones placed 35“ and 55“ from the original approach direction to 
direct subjects to a cut angle o f 45“. Average lower extremity motion and peak external 
moments were quantified during early deceleration using VICON Clinical Manager 
software and the plug-in-gait model. Results indicated no significant differences in 
average flexion/extension, valgus/varus, and internal/external rotation knee kinematics 
between males and females during early deceleration. Significant differences in peak 
joint moments were demonstrated during early deceleration between males and females. 
Males illustrated significantly higher peak knee flexor joint moment than females and 
females demonstrated a greater initial peak knee valgus joint moment. No significant 
difference was identified in peak transverse plane knee joint moment between males and 
females. Males also demonstrated a significantly greater flexion/extension net joint 
moment impulse at the knee during early deceleration. No significant differences were 
observed for net valgus/varus and internal/external rotation knee joint moment impulse. 
Sigward concluded that the increased peak valgus/varus joint moment and decreased 
peak flexion/extension joint moment o f the knee during early deceleration in females
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when compared to males may indicate an at risk pattern for knee injury, particularly the 
ACL (S. M. Sigward & Powers, 2006b).
Sigward investigated the influence o f experience on knee meehanies during the side 
step cut-maneuver in females (S. Sigward & Powers, 2006a). It was hypothesized that 
when compared to experienced female athletes, novice female athletes would 
demonstrate different patterns during the execution o f  a side step eut-maneuver in a 
manner to place novices at greater risk. Methods were similar to those executed in a 
study performed by Sigward which evaluated the influence o f gender on knee kinematics, 
kinetics, and muscle activation patterns during early deceleration o f a eut-maneuver. 
Subjects included female soccer athletes between the ages o f 14 and 16 years. Fifteen 
subjects had 8 or more years o f experience playing soccer and were classified as 
experienced. Fifteen subjects had 5 or less years o f experience playing soccer and were 
classified as novice. Results indicated no significant differences between novice and 
experienced females for knee kinematics during early deceleration. Significant 
differences between novice and experienced females for peak knee joint moments and net 
knee joint moment impulse. During early deceleration novice athletes demonstrated a 
smaller peak knee flexor moment, smaller peak knee valgus moment, and smaller peak 
knee internal rotator moment when compared to experienced athletes. Also novice 
athletes demonstrated smaller sagittal, frontal, and transverse plane net knee joint 
moment impulse at the knee during early deceleration when compared to the experienced 
athletes. Sigward concluded that the reduced peak knee joint moments and greater 
muscle eo-contraetion (results not discussed in this literature review) in the novice 
athletes suggested that these athletes adopt a protective strategy to an unfamiliar task.
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Also, the increased knee joint moments emergent with experience illustrate that more 
skilled athletes may be at a greater risk for ACL injury as confidence is gained in 
performing the side step eut-maneuver (S. Sigward & Powers, 2006a).
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C H A P T E R  3
METHODS 
Description o f  Subjects 
A total o f  9 male division I soccer and tennis athletes (age = 20.11 ± 0.93 yrs, mass = 
76.09 ± 6.80 kg, height = 179.00 ± 5.20 em) volunteered and successfully completed the 
cut-maneuvers under the test conditions. Subjects were free o f acute lower extremity 
injuries and deficits (surgical procedures and previously diagnosed ligamentous and 
muscular deficits), and free o f cardiovascular disease and neurological impairment. 
Subjects were asked to report to the Sports Injury Research Center (SIRC), Biomeehanics 
Laboratory at a pre-assigned day and time. Each subject was informed of the methods, 
risks, and benefits o f the study. Upon voluntary participation subjects were asked to sign 
an informed consent to participate form, as approved by the Office for the Protection o f 
Research Subjects at the University o f  Nevada, Las Vegas on the twenty sixth day o f 
April, 2007. All individual information was kept confidential and subjects were free to 
withdraw from the study without prejudiee or consequence at any time during the study.
Instrumentation
Data were collected in the Sports Injury Research Center (SIRC) biomechanics 
laboratory. Approximately, 10 m were available as a runway to gather speed before 
contact with the force platform, and -5 .5  m after the force platform to exit the side step 
cut-maneuver. The surface o f  the SIRC biomechanics laboratory was linoleum tile.
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Lower extremity kinematic data were recorded using a 12-camera VICON Motion 
Analysis System (v. 4.6, Oxford Metrics, Oxford, UK) at a sampling frequency o f 120 
Hz. The VICON system was calibrated to manufacturers’ speeifications and assigned x, 
y, and z references as follows: medial/lateral movement were assigned x coordinates, 
anterior/posterior movement were assigned y coordinates, and vertical movement 
assigned z coordinates. Approach velocities were monitored during data eollection using 
photocell timing lights (Lafayette, Model 63501IR) plaeed 1.5 m apart and 0.5 m in front 
o f the foree platform. Kinetie data were eolleeted on a Kistler force platform (Model 
8600B, 40 X 60 em) at a sampling frequeney o f 1080 Hz. Information was gathered in 
medial/lateral shear (x), anterior/posterior shear (y), in the vertical directions (z) and 
passed through an amplifier and 16-bit A/D board. Kinetic and kinematic data were 
recorded eoncurrently using VICON Motion Analysis Software. Kinetic and kinematic 
data were collected on a manual start and stop trigger.
Design Statement
The design o f the study was a one-group pretest-posttest design. The independent 
variable was prophylactic ankle taping condition (taped vs. un-taped). The dependent 
variable was peak valgus/varus knee joint moment during the first 20% o f stance (Boden 
et al,  2000; S. Sigward & Powers, 2006a; S. M. Sigward & Powers, 2006b). Additional 
dependent variables ineluded exit angle, approach velocity, exit velocity, the following 
variables during stance: medial/lateral ground reaction impulse, anterior/posterior ground 
reaction impulse, minimum and maximum ankle inversion/eversion angle, 
inversion/eversion ankle ROM, minimum and maximum knee valgus/varus angle, 
valgus/varus knee ROM, minimum and maximum hip abduction/adduction angle.
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abduction/adduction hip ROM and last the following variables identified at the same time 
o f the peak varus/valgus knee joint moment: inversion/eversion ankle angle, valgus/varus 
knee angle, abduetion/adduction hip angle, inversion/eversion ankle joint moment, and 
abduction/adduetion hip joint moment.
Protocol
Consenting subjects were fitted with sixteen 25 mm retro-reflective markers secured 
using Leukotape according to the VICON Plug-in-Gait model: bilateral ASIS, bilateral 
PSIS, bilateral knee axis o f rotation, bilateral thigh (in line with the greater trochanter and 
knee axis marker), bilateral lateral malleoli, bilateral lower leg (in line with the knee axis 
marker and lateral malleolus marker), bilateral head o f 2nd metatarsal, and bilateral 
calcaneus (at the height o f the 2"^ metatarsal marker). A static trial was eolleeted prior to 
both conditions for auto-labeling purposes and account for remarkering o f the right lateral 
malleoli.
Subjects were given verbal and written instruction to complete side step cutting under 
two conditions, taped and untaped. For the taped condition, the same Certified Athletic 
Trainer applied a closed basket weave taping technique to the right ankle using 1.5” 
athletic tape, incorporating one subtalar sling using 2” Elastikon tape, spray adhesive, 
pre-wrap, and friction pads with skin lube. The untaped condition did not incorporate 
any application o f  prophylactic ankle taping. Subjects warmed-up by performing a figure- 
of-eight run on a 3 X 6 meter course (Figure 2) marked by tape placed on the laboratory 
floor for 10 minutes at a self selected speed proceeding both conditions (taped vs. 
untaped).
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Figure 1. Physical activity: A 10 minute on a figurc-of-cight run course.
The purpose for the warm-up was two-fold: to increase soft tissue extensibility for 
injury prevention and, under the taped condition, to allow the “tape to loosen” thereby 
reducing potential for “loosening” throughout data collection trials (Olmsted et ah, 2004; 
S. Sigward & Powers, 2006a; S. M. Sigward & Powers, 2006b). After a one minute rest 
period, for each condition (taped vs. untaped), subjects were asked to complete 10 
successful side step cut-maneuvers. A successful side step cut-maneuver incorporated a 
recorded approach velocity between 3.5-5.5 m/s, right foot plant on the force platform, 
and exit medially with repect to the right leg in the indicated target range 35-55° from the 
approach direction (McLean et ah, 2004a; McLean et ah, 1998).
Taped and untaped conditions were counter balanced and the maximum trials allotted 
per condition was set at 25 side step cut-maneuvers. A minimum o f 30 seconds was 
given for rest between trials, with extra time alloted if requested by the athlete. If 
subjects did not complete 10 successful trials within the 25 trials limit, data collection for 
the condition ceased. Total time o f  data collection was -9 0  minutes.
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Data Reduction
The VICON Plug-in-Gait model was used to quantify lower extremity 
inversion/eversion ankle, valgus/varus knee, and abduction/adducction hip joint moments 
(Davis lii et al,  1991). Virtual joint centers were generated using anthropometric 
measurements measured by the examiner and entered into the model for each subject.
The hip joint center was calculated using pelvic size and leg length. The knee and ankle 
joint centers were calculated using the midpoint in the transverse plane o f  the knee width 
and ankle width measurements, respectively. Euler angles were used to compute hip, 
knee, and ankle angles within three planes o f movement. Trajectory data for the retro- 
reflective markers were filtered using a Woltering quintic spline filter (Woltring, 1986). 
Segment mass, center o f  mass location, and mass moment of inertia for the model were 
based upon data o f Dempster (Dempster, 1955). Net joint moments were calculated 
using inverse dynamics equations within the Plug-in-Gait model. Reference planes were 
reassigned within the Plug-in-Gait model to x-flexion/extenstion, y-valgus/varus, and z- 
internal/external rotation. Exported net joint moments, joint angles, and marker 
trajectories were then processed using a MATEAB v6.5 laboratory script file. Contact 
was defined as ground reaction forces greater than 30 N in the z-direction. Based on the 
data set, a value o f  30 N was the minimum value which properly identified stance phase. 
The stance phase o f the cutting maneuver was normalized between subjects and trials by 
dividing time intervals by total time and multiplying by 100. Net joint moments were 
normalised to body mass and peak valgus knee joint moment within the first 20% of 
stance was identified. Exit velocity was calculated using the resultant first derivative o f 
the right ASIS trajectory 20 samples after stance (-0 .2  s) in the x and y direction. Exit
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angle was calculated using the Pythagorean theorem and the first derivative o f  the right 
ASIS trajectory 20 samples after stance (-0 .2  s) in the x and y direction. Medial/lateral 
and anterior/posterior ground reaction impulse during the stance phase was calculated 
using a Riemann integration.
Statistical Analvsis
The null hypothesis was prophylactic ankle taping does not significantly effect peak 
valgus/varus joint moment at the knee during a side step cut-maneuver. The alternate 
hypothesis was prophylactic ankle taping does significantly effect peak valgus/varus joint 
moment at the knee during a side step cut-maneuver. Valgus/varus knee joint moment 
and the additional dependent variables were analyzed using a two-tailed dependent t-test 
with an alpha level set at .05. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS (version 
13.0) statistical software.
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS
The dependent variable, peak valgus/varus plane knee joint moment, was not 
significantly different between prophylactic ankle taping conditions (t = .55, p = .60). 
(Figure 2).
S  -0 .2 0
^  -0.80
un-tapcd
Figure 2. Means for peak valgus/varus knee joint moment within the first 
20% o f stance during a cut-maneuver.
Results indicate no significant differences in the additional dependent variables 
characterizing the side step cut-maneuver (Table 5).
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Table 5. Follow-up dependent t-test analyses o f  frontal plane variables during side
Variables during stance Un-taped Taped t-vaiue p-value
approach velocity (m/s) 4.5 ± 0.3 4.4 ± 0 .3 .31 .77
exit velocity (m/s) 4.7 ± 0 .3 4.7 ± 0.4 -.11 .92
exit angle (°) 25.6 ± 2 .6 25.2 ± 2.4 1.30 .23
medial/lateral ground reaction impulse (Ns) (-)IO I.I ± 18.9 (-)99.6± 19.4 -.87 .41
anterior/posterior ground reaction impulse (Ns) (-)25.6 ± 14.3 (-)27.1 ± 12.3 .74 .48
minimum inversion/eversion ankle angle (°) 1 .2±  1.7 1.4±2.1 -.74 .48
maximum inversion/eversion ankle angle (°) 4.4 ± 2.2 4.9 ± 2 .6 -1.40 .20
inversion/eversion ankle ROM (°) 3.2 ± 1.4 3.5 ± 1.6 -.76 .47
minimum valgus/varus knee angle (°) 3.8 ± 2 .8 3.4 ± 2 .7 .57 .59
maximum valgus/varus knee angle (°) 16.2 ± 5 .6 15.4 ± 4 .4 .79 .45
valgus/varus knee ROM (°) 12.4 ± 3 .5 12.0 ± 3 .6 .63 .55
minimum abduction/adduction hip angle (°) (-)2 3 .0± 5 .7 (-)22.1 ± 6 .2 -1.42 .19
maximum abduction/adduction hip angle (°) (-)6.8 ± 5.5 (-)5.3 ± 4.2 -1.75 .12
abduction/adduction hip ROM (°) 16.2 ±6.1 16.8 ± 6 .3 -1.08 .32
Variables at peak valgus/varus knee moment Un-taped Taped t-value p-value
inversion/eversion ankle angle (°) 2.6 ± 2 .3 2.6 ± 2 .3 .01 .99
valgus/varus knee angle (“) 9.1 ± 4 .8 8.3 ±4.1 .94 .38
abduction/adduction hip angle (°) (-)8 .6± 6 .1 (-)7,9 ± 4.8 -.96 .37
inversion/eversion ankle moment (Ns) (-)0 .1± 0 .1 0.1 ±0.1 -1.79 .11
abduction/adduction hip moment (Ns) (-)1 .5±  1.1 ( - ) l .5 ± 0 .8 -.01 .99
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C H A P T E R  5
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The results indicated no significant difference in peak knee valgus/varus knee joint 
moment. All additional dependent variables were not significantly different between 
prophylactic ankle taping conditions. The results o f the additional analysis suggest 
similar side step cut-maneuvers were performed between conditions and strengthen a 
failure to reject the null hypothesis. The purpose was to evaluate the implementation o f 
prophylactic ankle taping on the risk o f  knee injury during a side step cut-maneuver. A 
valgus knee joint moment has been identified as one o f several mechanisms associated 
with non-contact ACL injury. During the side step cut-maneuver, ACL injury has been 
attributed to a peak in knee valgus joint moment suggested to occur within the first 20% 
of stance (Boden et al., 2000; S. Sigward & Powers, 2006a; S. M. Sigward & Powers, 
2006b). The magnitude o f the mean peak knee valgus joint moment during the cut- 
maneuver for the un-taped and taped condition were similar to previous research 
findings presented in Table 4 (Pollard C.D., 2004; S. Sigward & Powers, 2006a; S. M. 
Sigward & Powers, 2006b). For the un-taped condition, the mean peak knee valgus 
joint moment was -0.37±.51 Nm/kg. For the taped condition the mean peak knee 
valgus joint moment was -0.42±.37 Nm/kg. A direct comparison was not possible, but 
the result was similar to Venesky who concluded that prophylactic ankle bracing did
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not significantly effect valgus knee joint moment during a drop landing onto a slanted 
surface (Venesky, 2006).
The introduction o f greater lateral movement, as suggested by Venesky, was 
hypothesized to engage a significant effect o f  ankle prophylactic support on 
valgus/varus knee joint kinetics (Venesky, 2006). Although, the potential mechanical 
restriction provided by ankle taping has been demonstrated to successfully limit 
excessive inversion and eversion (Table 1 & 2), the ankle ROM, peak ankle inversion, 
and peak ankle eversion during the stance phase o f  the side step eut-maneuver were not 
significantly different between conditions. No significant difference in ankle ROM, 
peak ankle inversion, and peak ankle eversion seem to have contributed to the main 
outcome, clarified in the following.
percent stance (%)
® -0.5
percent stance (%)
Figure 3. Normalized frontal plane knee joint moment during the stance phase o f a 
dynamic cut-maneuver with (C2) and without (C l) prophylactic ankle taping.
First, consider the action o f forcing the ankle toward maximum inversion and 
eversion to assess the effectiveness o f  prophylactic ankle supports used in previous 
research (Gross et al., 1994; Gross et al., 1987; Metcalfe et al., 1997; Morris &
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Musnicki lii, 1983; Paris, 1995; Wilkerson, 1991). Forcing ankle movement toward the 
endpoints o f ROM would increase the potential mechanical resistance offered by 
prophylactic ankle taping. The cut-angle necessary to invert and evert the ankle to 
engage the potential mechanical resistance offered by the prophylactic ankle taping 
may not have been achieved. This is supported by the fact that no significant difference 
in ankle ROM, peak ankle inversion, and peak ankle eversion were exemplified. 
Furthermore, the male athletes were instructed to perform cut-maneuvers between 35”- 
55” from the approach but the calculated exit angle did not fall between the protocol 
cut-range. In fact, the calculated exit angle (-26”) was less than the minimum limit o f 
35”. Accepted trials during data collection for cut-angle were based on real-time 
observations o f the subjects lead (left) leg side stepping within the cut-angle range 
indicated by markings on the floor. It would be expected that the real-time movement 
of the left leg would not directly reflect the movement o f the right ASIS trajectory. 
Currently no literature is available to indicate expected results for comparing a 
calculated cut angle to the predetermined value in methodology.
The difference may also indicate the adoption o f a protective strategy by subjects 
while performing the side step cut-maneuver due to laboratory constraints. For 
example, subjects were asked to side step cut to the left toward laboratory cabinets 
located -2 .5  m from the force platform. The constraint in the distance from the force 
platform to laboratory cabinets may have limited subjects to prematurely complete the 
side step cut-maneuver. In an attempt to minimize the laboratory constraints only 20 
frames after stance were used to calculate the exit angle and exit velocity. But based 
on the researchers observation the possible influence o f a protective strategy may be
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refuted as several subjects were asked to reduce their approach velocity. To an extent, 
several o f  the male division I soccer and tennis athletes may have been under 
challenged while performing the pre-defined and anticipated side step cut-maneuver. 
The exit angle and approach velocity were selected according to reported values in 
previous cut-maneuver literature similar to game speed and appropriate for the safety o f 
the research subjects. Whether subjects utilized a protective strategy or subjects were 
under challenged, the mechanical restriction provided by the prophylactic ankle taping 
did not appear to have been engaged.
Second, consider that hyperpronation suggested to be induced by prophylactic ankle 
taping may have been significantly reduced or non-existent while performing the side 
step cut-maneuver after the 10 minute figure-of-eight warm up. The relationship 
between hyperpronation and ACL injury remains unclear. Beeket presented findings 
that subjects who suffered ACL injury had greater navicular drop test scores but Smith 
concluded using a regression analysis that a navicular drop and concomitant 
hyperpronation may not be a predisposing factor to ACL injury (Becket, 1992; Smith, 
1997). Nishikawa concluded that prophylactic ankle taping shifted the COP about the 
subtalar axis more laterally during the stance phase o f  normal gait increasing the 
tendency toward pronation (Nishikawa et al., 2002). But Nishikawa did not introduce 
the “ loosening” effects o f physical activity on prophylactic ankle devices. Introducing 
physical activity has been demonstrated to reduce the potential mechanical support 
provided by all prophylactic ankle devices (Table 1 & 2). Gross illustrated that ankle 
taping loses a large percentage o f  effectiveness in part due to a greater initial restriction 
o f ankle movement immediately after application when compared to bracing (Gross et
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al., 1994). Therefore, a subtle tendency toward pronation induced by prophylactic 
ankle taping may have been lost or have no significant influence on valgus/varus knee 
joint moment during the side step cut-maneuver.
In closing, the findings are limited by the moderate variability portrayed by the 
subject population. Not all research subjects within this study demonstrated a peak in 
knee valgus jo int moment within the first 20% o f stance (Figure 8). All subjects in fact 
demonstrated a trough toward a valgus knee joint moment but subjects 4 and 10 the 
peak o f  the trough remained a varus knee joint moment in both conditions. Also, 
several subjects responded differently across the prophylactic taping conditions. 
Subjects 1, 2, 4, 6, 7 presented mean values with a trend toward an increased valgus 
knee joint moment due to prophylactic ankle taping, subject 9 presented mean values 
toward a decreased valgus knee joint moment due to prophylactic ankle taping, while 
subjects 5, 8, and 10 appeared to have been un-effected across the prophylactic taping 
conditions.
Caution should be warranted in the cross over between the laboratory results and 
the athletic field. Conditions more realistic to sport simulation with decreased 
anticipation, increased cut-angle, various cutting and jumping tasks, various shoes, 
various surfaces, and various prophylactic supports may elicit an alternate conclusion. 
In addition the possibility o f subjects adopting a protective strategy due to laboratory 
constraints and subjects having been under challenged may have contributed to the 
overall variability and the final outcome. Various subject populations may respond 
differently to the implementation o f prophylactic supports. For instance, females have 
been demonstrated to have significantly greater between-trial variability in knee
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rotations (McLean et al., 2004b). Further research is recommended to extend the 
investigation o f  prophylactic ankle supports and its’ potential effects on the lower 
extremity kinetie ehain in females, in various subjects with various pathology, various 
tasks with increased difficulty while simultaneously engaging a significant decrease in 
ankle ROM due to prophylactic support, and to identify factors contributing to the 
variability in subject response to prophylactic support and the performance o f the side 
step cut-maneuver.
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APPENDIX I
SUBJECT DATA SHEET AND MASTER VARIABLES LIST
SU B JE C T  D A T A  C O L L E C T IO N  S H E E T  
T h e effec ts  o f  prop hylactic  an kle tap in g  on  fron tal p lan e knee jo in t m o m e n t
5 /3 / 2 0 0 7
1
6 / 1 / 1 9 8 7
D A T E 7 T I M E :
S U B J E C T  # :
D O B / A G E :
M A S S  ( k g ) :  _
S ta r t  w i t h  c o n d i t i o n  1 f o r  s u b j e c t  1, 3 ,  5 ,  7 ,  9  
S ta r t  w i t h  c o n d i t i o n  2  f o r  s u b j e c t  2 , 4 , 6 , 8 ,  10  
P r o c e d u r e s '
7 3 .0
L E G  L E N G T H  ( c m ) :  
K N E E  W I D T H  ( c m ) :  
A N K L E  W I D T H  ( c m ) :  
H E I G H T  ( c m ) :
1. A n t h r o p o m e t r i c  m e a s u r e m e n t s .
2 . A p p l y  m a r k e r s . 6 . R e - m a r k e r .
3 . 10  m i n u te  f i g u r e - o f - e i g h t  r u n . 7 . 10  m i n u te  f i g u r e - o f - e i g h t  ru n .
4 .  S t a t i c  t r i a l . 8. S ta t ic  t r i a l .
5 . C u t - m a n e u v e r s . 9 . C u t - m a n e u v e r s .
R - lO O /L - 1 0 0
R - 9 .5 / L - 9 .5
R - 7 .5 / L - 7 .5
1 8 2 .0
W b i c b  c o n d i t i o n  d i d  y o u  s t a r t  w ith ^ ^ ^ c T ^  C 2 T i m in g  l i g h t  d i s t a n c e :  1 m  a p a r t  a n d  1 m  f r o m  f o r c e p l a t e
A p p r o a c h  V e lo c i ty  R a n g e :  3 .5 - 5 .5  m /s
A c c e p t a b l e  t i m e s  b a s e  o n  I m  d i s t a n c e  b e t w e e n  t i m i n g  l i g h ts :  0 .1 8 1 8 - 0 .2 8 5 7  s
1 n o  s p e e d  d a t a
2 0 .2 8 6 y e s
3 0 258 y e s
4 0 .2 8 6 y e s
5 0 .3 0 4 s l o w
6 0 .2 4 9 h e e l  o ff
7 0 238 y e s
8 0 .2 4 1 y e s
9 0 .2 3 3 y e s
10 0 .2 2 4 y e s
11 0 .2 2 4 y e s
12 0 .2 2 5 y e s
13 0 .2 2 6 y e s
14
1 0 .2 4 3 y e s
2 0 .2 3 1 y e s
3 0 229 y e s
4 0 .2 4 4 y e s
5 0 .2 5 0 y e s
6 0 .2 3 9 y e s
7 0 .2 5 0 y e s
8 0 .2 4 9 y e s
9 0 .2 4 1 m i s s i n g  d a t a
1 0 0 226 y e s
I I 0 .2 1 8 y e s
12
13
14
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S I  B JE C T  D A T A  C O L L E C T IO N  S H E E T  
T h e effec ts  o f  p ron h v lactic  an k le tap in g  on fron ta l p lan e knee io in t m om ent.
5 / 3 / 2 0 0 7
8 / 2 1 / 1 9 8 6
7 6 .3
D A T E /T I M E :  _____
S U B J E C T # :  _____
D O B / A G E :  _____
M A S S  ( k g ) :  _____
S ta r t  w i t h  c o n d i t i o n  1 f o r  s u b j e c t  1, 3 ,  5 ,  7 ,  9  
S t a r t  w i t h  c o n d i t i o n  2  f o r  s u b j e c t  2 ,  4 ,  6 , 8 ,  10 
P r o c e d u r e s :
1. A n t h r o p o m e t r i c  m e a s u r e m e n t s .
2 .  A p p l y  m a r k e r s .
3 . 10  m i n u te  f i g u r e - o f - e i g h t  r u n .
4 .  S ta t ic  t r i a l .
5 . C u t - m a n e u v e r s .
L E G  L E N G T H  ( c m ) :
K N E E  W I D T H  ( c m ) :  
A N K L E  W I D T H  
( c m ) :
H E I G H T  ( c m ) :
R - 9 5 .0 / L - 9 6 .0
6 . R e - m a r k e r .
7 . 10  m i n u te  f i g u r e - o f - e i g h t  r u n .
8 . S ta t ic  t r i a l .
9 . C u t - m a n e u v e r s .
R - 9 .0 / L - 1 0 .0
R - 7 .5 / L - 7 .5
1 8 1 .0 c m
W h i c h  c o n d i t i o n  d i d  y o u  s t a r t  w i t h ?  C l  o r lC 2
T i m i n g  l i g h t  d i s t a n c e :  
T i m i n g  l i g h t  d i s ta n c e :  
f o r c e p l a t e
1 m  a p a r t  a n d  1 m  f r o m  f o r c e p l a te  
1 .5 m  a p a r t  a n d  0 .5 m  f r o m
A p p r o a c h  V e lo c i ty  R a n g e :  3 .5 - 5 .5  m / s
A c c e p t a b l e  t i m e s  b a s e  o n  I m  d i s t a n c e  b e t w e e n  t i m i n g  l i g h ts :  0 . 1 8 1 8 - 0  2 8 5 7  s 
A c c e p t a b l e  t i m e s  b a s e  o n  1 .5 m  d i s t a n c e  b e t w e e n  t i m i n g  l i g h ts :  0 .2 7 - 0 .4 3  s
1 0 .3 2 7 y e s
2 0 .3 4 9 y e s
3 0 .3 4 4 y e s
4 0 .2 9 4 n o  f o r c e
5 0 .3 7 1 y e s
6 0 .3 2 4 y e s
7 0 .3 5 7 y e s
8 0 .3 2 4 y e s
9 0 .3 3 7 l o s t  m a r k e r
10 0 .3 4 7 y e s
11 0 .3 5 7 y e s
12 0 .3 0 6 r a n g e
13 0 .3 8 3 y e s
14
15
16
1 0 .2 4 9 y e s
2 f o o t  o f f
3 0 .2 6 7 y e s
4 0 .2 8 8 f a s t
5 0 .2 8 8 f a s t
6 0 .2 8 6 y e s
7 0 .2 8 7 f a s t
8 0 .5 2 4 r e a d j u s t  t i m i n g  l i g h t s  |
9 0 4 0 5 b a d  f o r c e
10 0 .4 2 3 y e s
11 0 .3 0 0 y e s
12 0 .3 5 3 b a d  f o r c e
13 0 .3 0 1 Y e s
14 0 .3 4 1 Y e s
15 0 .3 0 4 Y e s
16
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S U B JE C T  D A T A  C O L L E C T IO N  S H E E T
T h e effec ts o f  nron hvlactic  an kle tap in g  on  fron tal p lan e k n ee ioint m om ent.
5 / 4 / 2 0 0 7
3 / 1 0 / 1 9 8 6
*6.2
D A T E /T I M E  
S U B J E C T  #
D O B / A G E  
M A S S  (k g ) :
S t a r t  w i t h  c o n d i t i o n  1 f o r  s u b j e c t  1 , 3 ,  5 ,  7 ,  9  
S t a r t  w i t h  c o n d i t i o n  2  f o r  s u b j e c t  2 ,  4 , 6 , 8 , 1 0  
P r o c e d u r e s :
1. A n t h r o p o m e t r i c  m e a s u r e m e n t s .
2 . A p p l y  m a r k e r s .
3 . 10  m i n u te  f i g u r e - o f - e i g h t  r u n .
4 . S t a t i c  t r i a l .
5 . C u t - m a n e u v e r s .
L E G  L E N G T H  ( c m )  
K N E E  W I D T H  ( c m )  
A N K L E  W I D T H  ( c m )  
H E I G H T  ( c m )
R -97.0/L -96.5
6 . R e - m a r k e r .
7 . 10  m i n u t e  f i g u r e - o f - e i g h t  r u n .
8 . S ta t ic  t r i a l .
9 .  C u t - m a n e u v e r s .
R - lO .O /L - 1 0 .5
R - 7 .5 / L - 7 .5
1 8 1 .0 c m
W h i c h  c o n d i t i o n  d i d  y o u  s t a r t  w i t h ?  C l  o r  C 2
T i m i n g  l i g h t  d i s t a n c e :  1 .5  m  a p a r t  a n d  0 . 5 m  f r o m  
f o r c e p l a t e
A p p r o a c h  V e lo c i ty  R a n g e :  3 .5 - 5 .5  m /s
A c c e p t a b l e  t i m e s  b a s e  o n  1 .5 m  d i s t a n c e  b e t w e e n  t i m i n g  l i g h ts :  0 .2 7 - 0 .4 3  s
1 0 .3 5 6 y e s
2 0 .3 4 6 y e s
3 0.388 b a d  f o r c e
4 0 .3 3 1 y e s
5 0 .3 5 1 y e s
6 0 .350 y e s
7 0  338 b a d  f o r c e
8 0 .3 1 0 y e s
9 0.380 y e s
10 0 .3 9 3 y e s
11
1 0 .3 6 4 y e s
2 0 .3 6 9 y e s
3 0 .3 5 8 y e s
4 0.337 b a d  f o r c e
5 0.381 y e s
6 0 .3 3 6 y e s
7 0 .3 4 5 y e s
8 0 .3 6 8 y e s
9 0 .3 4 9 y e s
10 0 .3 5 4 y e s
11
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SU B JE C T  D A T A  C O L L E C T IO N  S H E E T
T h e  effec ts  o f  p rop h vlaetie  an k le tap in g  on frontal p lan e knee ioint m om ent.
5 / 5 / 2 0 0 7
1 /2 6 /1 9 8 7
7 5 .2
D A T E T T I M E :  ______
S U B J E C T # :  ______
D O B / A G E :  ______
M A S S  ( k g ) :  ______
S ta r t  w i t h  c o n d i t i o n  1 f o r  s u b j e c t  1 , 3 ,  5 ,  7 ,  9  
S ta r t  w i t h  c o n d i t i o n  2  f o r  s u b j e c t  2 ,  4 ,  6 ,  8 ,  10  
P r o c e d u r e s :
1. A n t h r o p o m e t r i c  m e a s u r e m e n t s .
2 .  A p p l y  m a r k e r s .
3 . 10  m i n u te  f i g u r e - o f - e i g h t  ru n .
4 .  S ta t ic  t r i a l .
5 . C u t - m a n e u v e r s .
L E G  L E N G T H  ( c m ) :
K N E E  W I D T H  ( c m ) :  
A N K L E  W I D T H  
( c m ) :
H E I G H T  ( c m ) :
R -96.0/L -96.5
6 . R e - m a r k e r .
7 . 10  m i n u te  f i g u r e - o f - e i g h t  r u n  
8  S ta t ic  t r i a l .
9 . C u t - m a n e u v e r s .
R -lO O /L -100
R - 7 .5 / L - 7 .5
1 7 4 .0 c m
W h i c h  c o n d i t i o n  d i d  y o u  s t a r t  w i  r C 2 T i m in g  l i g h t  d i s t a n c e :  1 .5  m  a p a r t  a n d  0 .5 m  f r o m  f o r c e p l a t e
A p p r o a c h  V e lo c i ty  R a n g e :  3 .5 - 5 .5  m / s
A c c e p t a b l e  t i m e s  b a s e  o n  1 .5 m  d i s t a n c e  b e t w e e n  t i m i n g  l i g h ts :  0 .2 7 - 0 .4 3  s
1 0 .3 4 9 y e s
2 0 .3 3 2 y e s
3 0 .3 5 9 y e s
4 0 .3 5 5 y e s
5 0 3 6 3 y e s
6 0 .3 4 7 y e s
7 0 .3 3 8 y e s
8 0 .3 6 5 y e s
9 0 .3 6 8 y e s
10 0 .358 y e s
11
12
13
14
15
1 f o o t  o f f
2 0 .3 4 5 y e s
3 0 .3 7 1 y e s
4 0 .3 6 4 y e s
5 0 .3 4 8 y e s
6 0 .3 8 9 y e s
7 0 .3 7 5 y e s
8 f o o t  o f f
9 0 .3 7 7 y e s
10 0 .3 5 7 h i p  m a r k e r
11 0 .3 8 7 y e s
12 f o o t  o f f
13 0 .3 7 1 y e s
14 0 .3 1 1 y e s
15
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S U B JE C T  D A T A  C O L L E C T IO N  S H E E T
T h e effects o f  prop hylactic  an kle tap in g  on fron tal p lan e knee joint m om ent.
5 / 7 / 2 0 0 7
4 / 3 0 / 1 9 8 8
8 3 .6
D A T E A T IM E : ____
S U B J E C T # :  _____
D O B / A G E ;  _____
M A S S  ( k g ) :  ____
S ta r t  w i t h  c o n d i t i o n  I f o r  s u b j e c t  1, 3 ,  5 ,  7 ,  9  
S ta r t  w i t h  c o n d i t i o n  2  f o r  s u b j e c t  2 ,  4 ,  6 ,  8 , 10 
P r o c e d u r e s :
1 . A n t h r o p o m é t r i e  m e a s u r e m e n t s .
2 .  A p p l y  m a r k e r s .
3 . 10  m i n u te  f i g u r e - o f - e i g b t  r u n .
4 .  S ta t ic  t r i a l .
5 .  C u t - m a n e u v e r s .
L E G  L E N G T H  ( c m ) :
K N E E  W I D T H  ( c m ) :  
A N K L E  W I D T H  
( c m ) :
H E I G H T  ( c m ) :
R -I0 4 .0 /L -I0 6 .0
6 . R e - m a r k e r .
7 . 1 0  m i n u te  f i g u r e - o f - e i g h t  r u n .
8 . S ta t ic  t r i a l .
9 . C u t - m a n e u v e r s .
R - lO .O /L - 1 0 .0
R - 7 .5 / L - 7 .5
18 8 .0 c m
W h i c h  c o n d i t i o n  d i d  y o u  s t a r t  w i t h ?  C  i o r  C 2
T i m i n g  l i g h t  d i s t a n c e ;  1 .5  m  a p a r t  a n d  0 .5 m  f r o m  
f o r c e p l a t e
A p p r o a c h  V e lo c i ty  R a n g e :  3 .5 - 5 .5  m / s
A c c e p t a b l e  t i m e s  b a s e  o n  1 5 m  d i s t a n c e  b e t w e e n  t i m i n g  l i g h ts :  0 .2 7 - 0 .4 3  s
1 0 .3 4 7 y e s
2 0 .3 4 7 y e s
3 0 .4 0 5 y e s
4 0 .3 4 7 y e s
5 0 .3 1 9 y e s
6 0 .3 3 3 y e s
7 0.388 y e s
8 0 .4 0 2 m a r k e r  o f f
9 0 .3 3 3 m a r k e r  o f f
10 0 .3 2 8 y e s
II 0 .3 3 7 y e s
12 0 .3 2 8 y e s
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2 0
21
1 0 .3 4 0 f o o t  o f f
2 0 .3 4 9 f o o t  o f f
3 0 .4 3 2 s lo w
4 0 .4 1 6 h i p  m a r k e r
5 0 .4 5 4 s lo w
6 0 .4 5 6 s lo w
7 0 .4 8 7 s lo w
8 0 .3 8 3 b a d  f o r c e
9 0.389 y e s
10 0 .4 7 1 s lo w
11 0 .4 3 7 s lo w
12 0 .3 4 6 f o o t  o f f
13 0.362 y e s
14 0 .3 4 8 y e s
15 0.342 y e s
16 0 .3 4 9 y e s
17 0 .3 5 1 y e s
18 0.399 y e s
19 0 .4 2 1 y e s
2 0 0 .3 5 1 y e s
21 0 .3 4 3 y e s
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SU B JE C T  D A T A  C O L L E C T IO N  SH E E T
T h e effec ts o f  p ron h vlactic  an k le tap in g  on  fron tal p lan e k n ee jo in t m om ent.
DATEATIME:
SU B JE C T #:
D O B / A G E :  
M A S S  ( k g ) :
S /7 / 2 0 0 7
8 /8 / 1 9 8 6
8 2 .1
S ta r t  w i t h  c o n d i t i o n  1 f o r  s u b j e c t  1 , 3 ,  5 ,  7 ,  9  
S ta r t  w i t h  c o n d i t i o n  2  f o r  s u b j e c t  2 ,  4 ,  6 ,  8 ,  10  
P r o c e d u r e s :
1. A n t h r o p o m e t r i c  m e a s u r e m e n t s
2 .  A p p l y  m a r k e r s .
3 .  1 0  m i n u te  f i g u r e - o f - e i g h t  ru n .
4 .  S t a t i c  t r i a l .
5 .  C u t - m a n e u v e r s .
L E G  L E N G T H  ( c m ) :
K N E E  W I D T H  (c m ) :  
A N K L E  W I D T H  
( c m ) :
H E I G H T  (c m ) :
R -99 .0 /L -10I.0
6 . R e - m a r k e r .
7 . 1 0  m i n u te  f i g u r e - o f - e i g h t  ru n .
8 . S ta t ic  t r i a l .
9 . C u t - m a n e u v e r s .
R - 1 0 .5 / L - 1 0 .5
R - 8 .0 / L - 8 .0
1 8 2  0 c m
W h i c h  c o n d i t i o n  d i d  y o u  s t a r t  w i t  C 2
T i m i n g  l i g h t  d i s ta n c e :  1 .5  m  a p a r t  a n d  0 .5 m  f r o m  
f o r c e p l a t e
A p p r o a c h  V e lo c i ty  R a n g e :  3 .5 - 5 .5  m / s
A c c e p t a b l e  t i m e s  b a s e  o n  1 .5 m  d i s t a n c e  b e t w e e n  t i m i n g  l i g h ts :  0 .2 7 - 0 .4 3  s
1 0 .3 5 5 y e s
2 0 .3 1 2 y e s
3 0 .3 4 1 y e s
4 0 .3 2 7 y e s
5 0 .3 0 8 y e s
6 0 .3 6 2 y e s
7 0 .3 0 3 y e s
8 0 .3 1 3 y e s
9 0 .3 1 5 y e s
10 0 .2 9 5 y e s
11
12
13
1 s l o w
2 0 .3 8 9 y e s
3 0 .3 7 6 y e s
4 0 .2 8 6 y e s
5 0 .3 7 5 y e s
6 0 .3 7 5 y e s
7 0 .3 2 2 y e s
8 0 .3 1 0 f o o t  o f f
9 0 .3 3 6 y e s
10 0 ,3 3 6 y e s
11 0 .3 0 3 y e s
12 0 .3 0 3 y e s
13
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S U B JE C T  D A T A  C O L L E C T IO N  S H E E T
T h e effec ts  o f  pron hvlactic  ankle tap in g  on fron ta l p lan e knee joint m om ent.
DATE/TIM E:
SU B JE C T #:
D O B / A G E :  
M A S S  ( k g ) :
5 /8 / 2 0 0 7
8 /2 9 / 1 9 8 7
6 5 .1
S ta r t  w i t h  c o n d i t i o n  1 f o r  s u b j e c t  1 , 3 ,  5 ,  7 ,  9  
S ta r t  w i t h  c o n d i t i o n  2  f o r  s u b j e c t  2 ,  4 ,  6 ,  8 ,  10  
P r o c e d u r e s :
1. A n t h r o p o m e t r i c  m e a s u r e m e n t s .
2 .  A p p l y  m a r k e r s .
3 .  10 m i n u te  f i g u r e - o f - e i g h t  r u n .
4 .  S ta t ic  t r i a l .
5 .  C u t - m a n e u v e r s .
L E G  L E N G T H  ( c m ) :
K N E E  W I D T H  ( c m ) :  
A N K L E  W I D T H  
( c m ) :
H E I G H T  ( c m ) :
R -95.0/L -96.0
6 . R e - m a r k e r .
7 . 1 0  m i n u t e  f i g u r e - o f - e i g h t  ru n .
8 . S t a t i c  t r i a l .
9 .  C u t - m a n e u v e r s .
R - 9 .5 / L - 9 .5
R - 7 .5 / L - 8 .0
1 7 1 .0 c m
W h i c h  c o n d i t i o n  d id  y o u  s t a r t  w i th ?  C l  o r  C 2 T i m i n g  l i g h t  d i s t a n c e :  1 .5  m  a p a r t  a n d  0 .5 m  f r o m  f o r c e p l a te
A p p r o a c h  V e lo c i ty  R a n g e :  3 .5 - 5 .5  m /s
A c c e p t a b l e  t i m e s  b a s e  o n  I 5 m  d i s t a n c e  b e t w e e n  t i m i n g  l i g h ts :  0  2 7 - 0 .4 3  s
1 0 .2 9 7 y e s
2 0 .2 9 4 y e s
3 0 .3 5 9 y e s
4 0 .3 0 3 y e s
5 0 .3 5 6 y e s
6 0 .2 9 4 y e s
7 0 .2 9 3 y e s
8 0 .2 9 1 y e s
9 0 .2 8 4 y e s
10 0 .2 7 5 y e s
1 1
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
1 9
2 0
21
2 2
1 0 .3 1 6 f o o t  o f f
2 0 .3 1 5 f o o t  o f f
3 0 .3 1 9 y e s
4 0 .3 0 2 y e s
5 0 .2 7 1 f o o t  o f f
6 0 .3 0 4 y e s
7 0 .2 5 6 f a s t
8 0 .2 8 2 y e s
9 0 .3 6 8 y e s
10 0 .3 1 1 y e s
11 0 .2 8 2 n o  f o r c e
12 0 .2 6 9 fa s t
13 0 .3 1 7 y e s
14 0 .3 0 8 y e s
15 0 .3 1 5 y e s
16 0 .2 7 9 n o  f o r c e
17 0 .2 6 9 fa s t
18
s t u t t e r
s te p
19 0,271 n o  f o r c e
2 0 n o  t im e
21 0.285 y e s
2 2
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S I  E JE C T  D A T A  C O L L E C T IO N  S H E E T
T h e  effec ts  o f  pron hvlactic  an kle tap in g on fron tal p lan e knee jo in t m om ent.
DATE/TIM E:
SU B JE C T #:
D O B / A G E :  
M A S S  ( k g ) :
5 /9 / 2 0 0 7
5 /7 / 1 9 8 7
7 3 ,1
S ta r t  w i t h  c o n d i t i o n  1 f o r  s u b j e c t  1 , 3 ,  5 ,  7 ,  9  
S ta r t  w i t h  c o n d i t i o n  2  f o r  s u b j e c t  2 ,  4 ,  6 ,  8 ,  10 
P r o c e d u r e s :
1. A n t h r o p o m e t r i c  m e a s u r e m e n t s .
2 .  A p p l y  m a r k e r s .
3 .  10  m i n u te  f i g u r e - o f - e i g h t  r u n .
4 .  S ta t ic  t r i a l .
5 .  C u t - m a n e u v e r s .
W h i c h  c o n d i t i o n  d i d  y o u  s t a r t  w i th '
L E G  L E N G T H  ( c m ) :
K N E E  W I D T H  ( c m ) :  
A N K L E  W I D T H  
( c m ) :
H E I G H T  ( c m ) :
6 .  R e - m a r k e r .
7 .  10  m i n u te  f i g u r e - o f - e i g h t  r u n .
8 . S ta t ic  t r i a l .
9 .  C u t - m a n e u v e r s .
R -95.0 /L -96.0
R - 9 .0 / L - 9 .0
R - 7 .0 / L - 7 .0
1 7 7 .0 c m
T i m in g  l i g h t  d i s t a n c e :  1 .5  m  a p a r t  a n d  0 .5 m  f r o m  
f o r c e p l a t e
A p p r o a c h  V e lo c i ty  R a n g e :  3 .5 - 5 .5  m / s
A c c e p t a b l e  t i m e s  b a s e  o n  1 .5 m  d i s t a n c e  b e t w e e n  t i m i n g  l i g h ts :  0 .2 7 - 0 .4 3  s
1 0 .3 2 9 y e s
2 0 .3 1 4 n o  f o r c e
3 0 .3 1 8 y e s
4 0 .2 8 8 y e s
5 0 .3 1 9 y e s
6 0 .2 7 2 y e s
7 0 .3 1 1 y e s
8 0 .2 7 8 y e s
9 0 .3 0 3 y e s
10 0 .3 0 2 y e s
11 f o o t  o f f
12 0 . 2 7 6 n o  f o r c e
13 0 .2 7 0 t o e  m a r k e r
14 0 .3 0 3 y e s
15
1 0 .3 1 7 y e s
2 0 .3 1 5 y e s
3 0 .3 1 5 y e s
4 0 ,3 1 3 y e s
5 0 .3 0 8 y e s
6 0 .3 1 0 y e s
7 0 .3 2 2 y e s
8 0 .3 2 4 y e s
9 0 .3 1 5 y e s
10 0 .3 1 9 y e s
11
12
13
14
15
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S U B JE C T  D A T A  C O L L E C T IO N  S H E E T
T h e effects o f  n ron h vlactic  an kle ta n in s  on  fron tal p lan e knee joint m om ent.
5 / 1 0 / 2 0 0 7
10
1 /1 9 /1 9 8 5
7 0 .2
D A T E A T IM E : _______
S U B J E C T # :  _______
D O B / A G E :  _______
M A S S  ( k g ) :  _______
S ta r t  w i t h  c o n d i t i o n  1 f o r  s u b j e c t  1 , 3 ,  5 ,  7 ,  9  
S ta r t  w i t h  c o n d i t i o n  2  f o r  s u b j e c t  2 ,  4 ,  6 ,  8 , 10  
P r o c e d u r e s :
1. A n t h r o p o m e t r i c  m e a s u r e m e n t s .
2 .  A p p l y  m a r k e r s .
3 .  10 m i n u te  f i g u r e - o f - e i g h t  r u n .
4 .  S ta t ic  t r i a l .
5 .  C u t - m a n e u v e r s .
W h i c h  c o n d i t i o n  d i d  y o u  s t a r t  w i th ?
L E G  L E N G T H  ( c m ) :
K N E E  W I D T H  ( c m ) :  
A N K L E  W I D T H  
( c m ) :
H E I G H T  ( c m ) :
R -96.0/L -96.0
6 . R e - m a r k e r .
7 . 1 0  m i n u te  f i g u r e - o f - e i g h t  ru n .
8 . S ta t ic  t r i a l .
9 .  C u t - m a n e u v e r s .
I? Cl o ( c 2 ^
R - lO .O /L - 1 0 .0
R - 8 .0 / L - 8 .0
1 7 5 .0 c m
T i m in g  l i g h t  d i s t a n c e .  1 .5  m  a p a r t  a n d  0 .5 m  f r o m  
f o r c e p l a t e
A p p r o a c h  V e lo c i ty  R a n g e :  3 .5 - 5 .5  m / s
A c c e p t a b l e  t i m e s  b a s e  o n  1 .5 m  d i s t a n c e  b e t w e e n  t i m i n g  l i g h ts :  0 .2 7 - 0 .4 3  s
1 0 .3 4 0 y e s
2 0 .3 1 6 y e s
3 0.336 o u t  o f  r a n g e
4 0 .3 4 0 y e s
5 0 .3 0 6 y e s
6 0 .3 2 8 yes
7 0 .3 0 9 y e s
8 0 .3 1 4 n o  f o r c e
9 0 .3 6 3 y e s
10 0 .3 4 1 y e s
11 0 .3 7 2 y e s
12 0 .3 2 1 y e s
13
14
15
1 0 .3 4 5 S to m p
2 0 .2 9 8 y e s
3 0 .2 3 8 S to m p
4 0 .3 4 5 y e s
5 0 .3 2 7 y e s
6 0 .3 0 5 y e s
7 0.286 f o o t  o f f
8 0 .2 8 5 y e s
9 0 .2 8 2 f o o t  o f f
10 0 .3 1 5 y e s
11 0 .3 5 9 y e s
12 0 .2 8 3 y e s
13 0 .2 8 4 y e s
14 0 .2 8 5 y e s
15
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Table 6. Master kinetic variables list
P ea k  F P  K n ee Joint
S ubject C on d ition M om en t (N m /k g) S P  G R F  Im p u lse  (N s) F P  G R F  Im p u lse  (N s)
1 1 - 0 .7 9 - 6 .3 1 - 1 0 9 .3 7
2 1 - 0 .5 6 - 3 8 .7 5 - 1 1 0 .3 0
4 1 0 .1 6 - 3 8 .8 5 - 1 2 8 .2 4
5 1 -0 .8 1 - 3 3 .0 0 - 1 1 8 .0 5
6 1 - 0 .1 0 - 4 3 .1 2 - 1 1 0 .8 6
7 1 - 0 .2 4 - 1 5 .5 8 - 6 7 .6 8
8 1 - 0 .0 8 - 8 .5 0 - 8 7 .5 7
9 1 - 1 .2 6 - 3 1 .4 6 - 8 9 .2 0
t o 1 0 .3 1 - 1 4 .8 1 - 8 8 .6 6
I 2 - 0 .9 0 - 1 8 .1 9 - 1 1 3 .0 9
2 2 - 0 .7 3 - 2 8 .2 5 - 9 9 .9 6
4 2 0 .0 3 -3 8 .0 1 - 1 2 6 .4 9
5 2 - 0 .8 4 - 3 4 .9 5 - 1 1 7 .7 9
6 2 - 0 .2 5 - 4 3 .6 0 - 1 1 4 .7 8
7 2 - 0 .4 8 - 1 7 .1 4 - 7 1 .3 7
8 2 - 0 .1 0 - 9 .6 5 - 8 3 .5 9
9 2 -0 .6 1 - 3 8 .8 7 -80 .56
10 2 0 .0 6 - 1 5 .1 3 - 8 8 .5 3
Table 7. Master kinematic variables list
A p p roach  V eloc ity E xit V eioe ity
S u b jec t C ondition (m /s) (m /s) E xit A n g le  (")
1 1 4 .1 3 4 .7 2 2 7 .6 9
2 1 4 .3 2 4 .5 2 26.38
4 1 4 .2 8 4 .3 3 2 5 .0 1
5 1 4 .2 5 4 .38 2 9 .9 5
6 1 4 .3 3 4 .5 7 2 4 .3 3
7 I 4 .4 9 5 .2 0 2 1 .1 7
8 1 4 .96 4 .9 2 2 7 .6 2
9 1 4.98 5 .0 6 2 3 .9 4
10 1 4 .5 1 4 .9 4 24 .68
1 2 4 .2 1 5 .0 0 2 6 .0 6
2 2 4 .2 7 4 .5 0 2 6 .1 2
4 2 4 .1 9 4 .0 4 25 .58
5 2 4 .1 4 4 .4 4 2 9 .7 7
6 2 4 .1 2 4 .52 2 4 .3 2
7 2 4 .6 6 5 .1 0 2 2 .3 4
8 2 4 .8 4 5 .0 1 2 6 .9 1
9 2 4 .7 5 5 .0 7 2 3 .0 8
10 2 4 .8 9 5 .0 1 22 .68
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Table 8. Master ankle kinematic variables list
«bject C ond ition M in  A n k le  F P  A n g le  D M ax A n k le  F P  A n g le  O FP  A n k le  R O M  (")
1 1 1 .2 5 3 .1 9 1 .9 4
2 1 3 .1 1 6 .3 2 3 .2 1
4 1 0 .5 7 5 .3 2 4 .7 5
5 1 4 .1 9 8.56 4 .3 7
6 1 0 .5 7 5 .5 6 4 .9 9
7 1 - 0 .3 1 2 .5 5 2 .8 6
g 1 1 .2 7 2 .0 1 0 .7 4
9 1 1 .5 8 4 .4 1 2 .83
1 0 1 - 1 .6 1 1 .8 9 3 .5 0
1 2 2 .1 3 4 .4 2 2 .2 9
2 2 3 .1 2 6 9 1 3 .7 9
4 2 2 .0 9 4 .6 2 2 .5 3
5 2 4 .4 6 8 .7 3 4 .2 6
6 2 0 .9 4 7 .8 3 6.88
7 2 - 0 .8 9 1 .7 4 2 .6 2
8 2 1 .0 0 2 .22 1 .2 2
9 2 1 .7 9 5 .7 4 3 .9 5
1 0 2 - 2 .4 3 1 .81 4 .2 4
Table 9. Master knee kinematic variables list
b ject C ond ition M in K n ee FP  A n g le  (") M ax K n ee FP A n g le  (") FP K n ee R (
1 1 5 .2 1 1 7 .2 2 1 2 .0 1
2 1 1 .6 6 1 5 .0 4 1 3 .3 8
4 1 9 .0 1 28 .10 1 9 .0 9
5 1 6 .7 1 2 0 .4 4 1 3 .7 3
6 1 2 .1 2 1 4 .4 5 1 2 .3 3
7 1 0 .7 7 1 1 .3 1 1 0 .5 5
8 1 2 62 8 38 5.75
9 1 1 .51 1 5 .1 0 1 3 .5 9
1 0 1 4 .7 3 1 5 .9 9 1 1 .2 6
1 2 5.69 1 6 .8 4 1 1 .1 5
2 2 2 .0 5 1 3 .8 0 1 1 .7 6
4 2 6 .86 2 2 .5 0 1 5 .6 4
5 2 5 .7 1 18 83 1 3 .1 2
6 2 1 .6 5 1 5 .4 0 1 3 .7 5
7 2 - 0 .4 9 8 .3 4 8.83
8 2 6 .26 11.32 5 .0 6
9 2 1 .8 7 18.91 1 7 .0 4
10 2 1 .3 8 1 2 .9 6 1 1 .5 8
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Table 10. Master hip kinematic variables list
Su b ject C on d ition  M in H ip  FP  A n g le  Q  M ax H ip  F P  A n g le  Q F P  H ip  R O M  C )
1 1 - 1 9 .2 9 - 9 .4 8 9 .8 1
2 1 - 1 7 .2 9 - 5 .5 9  , 1 1 .7 0
4 1 - 2 9 .4 2 - 1 .3 1 2 8 .1 1
5 1 - 2 2 .9 5 - 6 .1 3 1 6 .8 2
6 1 - 2 0 .4 9 - 0 .6 1 1 9 .8 8
7 1 - 1 5 .6 2 - 4 .3 4 11.28
8 1 - 3 3 .2 9 -1 6 .9 5 1 6 .3 3
9 1 -2 4 .0 1 - 1 3 .4 0 1 0 .6 1
10 1 - 2 4 .4 2 -2 .99 2 1 .4 4
1 2 - 1 5 .9 7 - 5 .7 8 1 0 .1 9
2 2 - 1 6 .1 2 - 4 .0 0 1 2 .1 2
4 2 - 3 1 .1 8 - 1 .5 2 2 9 .6 7
5 2 - 2 3 .5 4 -3 .98 1 9 .5 6
6 2 - 2 0 .0 3 0 .6 1 2 0 .6 4
7 2 - 1 5 .9 7 -5 .2 7 1 0 .7 0
8 2 - 3 2 .1 8 - 1 4 .4 5 1 7 .7 3
9 2 - 1 9 .9 7 -7 .5 4 1 2 .4 4
10 2 -23 .99 -5 .6 2 1 8 .3 7
Table 11. Master list for variables at peak frontal plane knee joint moment
A nk le K nee Hip A n k le H ip
Su b ject C ond ition A ngle O A ngle (") A ngle (") M om en t (") M om en t (")
1 1 1.91 1 5 .0 7 - 1 1 .5 7 - 0 .0 9 -2 .7 1
2 1 4.38 3 .0 4 - 7 .0 6 0 .0 7 - 0 .9 4
4 1 3 .7 2 16.69 -2 .3 2 - 0 .0 2 - 0 .9 3
5 1 6 .9 1 9 .70 -6 .37 - 0 .0 5 - 1 .7 8
6 1 2.24 8 .7 5 - 4 .2 3 - 0 .1 9 - 1 .0 7
7 1 0 .2 1 1 .9 5 - 6 .3 3 0 .0 2 - 0 .2 8
8 1 1 .7 7 7 .7 3 - 2 0 .1 4 0 .0 5 - 1 .1 6
9 1 2.99 8.97 - 1 5 .8 4 0 .0 1 -3 .7 1
10 1 - 0 .6 4 1 0 .1 8 -3 .4 1 -0 .0 1 - 0 .4 7
1 2 2 .7 9 1 4 .3 0 -9 .39 - 0 .0 8 - 2 .6 6
2 2 4.55 2 .7 7 -5 .7 3 0 .0 5 - 1 .0 6
4 2 2 .7 5 1 0 .8 8 - 3 .2 6 - 0 .0 7 - 1 .0 9
5 2 6 .1 5 9.22 - 4 .5 7 -0 .0 2 -1 .8 1
6 2 3 .3 5 8 .3 3 -3 .4 1 -0 .0 8 - 1 .2 4
7 2 - 0 .1 9 1 .7 3 - 8 .0 5 0 .0 5 -0 .93
8 2 1 .7 5 1 0 .3 5 - 1 7 .8 8 0 .1 1 - 0 .8 7
9 2 3 .7 4 1 1 .1 1 - 1 2 .3 0 0 .1 3 - 2 6 9
10 2 - 1 .4 2 5 .7 4 -6 .48 0 .0 0 - 0 .6 9
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APPENDIX II
THESISAJH.M
%This file  is written to reduce data for "The effects o f  prophylactic ankle %taping on frontal plane knee
joint m om ent during a cut-maneuver"
% Objectives 
%data set
%extract the stance phase o f  a ground reaction force  
% identify the first 20%  o f  stance
% calculate the frontal plane knee jo int m om ent during the first 20% o f  stance 
% com pile all data w ithin the first 20%  o f  stance 
% interpolate joint m om ent to  create ensem ble plot 
% calculate exit velocity  and angle
% clean workspace  
cic; 
clear; 
close gcf;
% file information 
counter = I ;
% -
% Section 1:
% open the force file and identify:
%first 20%  stance
%the tim e o f  occurrence o f  0%, 20% , and 100%  stance
% -
tforfilenam e = input ('What trial numbers should the output file be saved under? (ie. I-IO or 1,5,7 in single  
quotes)\n\n ')
s =  input ('What subject number w ould you  like to process?\n\n ');
c =  input ('What condition number w ould you  like to process?\n\n ');
for t =  input ('What trial number w ould you like to process? (ie. 1:10 or [I 5 7])\n\n ');
directory =  'C:\M ATLAB6p5\work';
filenam e = 's lc lt lfo r c e .tx t ';
inputfileext = '.txt';
colum ns = 4 ;
rows = inf;
headers =  2;
% specify variables
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fs =  1080; 
precision =  4;
"/ocreate filenam e
filenam e =  ['s’ int2str(s) 'c' int2str(c) 'f int2str(t) 'force' inputfileext];
%open file
data =  m y_fopen(directory, filenam e, colum ns, rows, headers); 
fprintf(l, '\n'); 
fprintf(l, filenam e);
% assign variables 
Fx =  data (:, 2);
Fy =  data (:, 3);
Fz = data(:, 4);
tim el = 0 :l/fs:(len g th (F z)-l)/fs;
plot (t im e l, Fz);
title ('Vertical GRF') 
xiabel ('time (s)'); 
ylabel ('Fz (N)'); 
pause;
%make tim e a row vector  
tim el =  tim el';
%pull out subset o f  data 'representing' stance (e .g ., Fz > 30 ) 
Fzgraphposition =  find (F z >  30);
%call the subset 'Fzstance'
Fzstance =  Fz (Fzgraphposition);
Fxstance = Fx (Fzgraphposition);
Fystance = Fy (Fzgraphposition);
%create tim e variable for Fzstance 
tem ptim e = tim el (Fzgraphposition);
%adjust first position o f  stance to be tim e zero 
tim estance =  tem ptim e - tem ptim e ( 1 );
%convert tim estance to percentstance 
percentstance = tim estance ( : ,: ) /tim estance (end).* 100;
%plot percent stance and Fzstance  
plot (percentstance, Fzstance); 
title ('Vertical GRF during stance') 
xiabel ('percentstance (%)'); 
ylabel ('Fzstance (N)'); 
pause;
% identify first 20%  stance
posfirst20 = find (percentstance (:, 1) <=  20); 
first20 = percentstance (posfirst20);
%plot 20%  stance as redline 
hold on;
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plot (flrst20, Fzstance (posfirst20), V); 
pause;
% identify tim e o f  0%and 100%  
closestOpercent =  first20 ( 1 );
posOpercent =  find (first20 =  closestOpercent);
cIosestOpercent Fzstance =  Fzstance (posOpercent);
postimeOpercent = find (closestOpercent F zstance =  Fz); 
timeOpercent =  tim el (postim eO percent(l));
% identily tim e 20%
closest20percent =  first20 (end);
pos20percent = find (first20 = =  closest20percent);
closest20percent F zstance =  Fzstance (pos20percent);
postim e20percent = find (closest20percent Fzstance = =  Fz); 
tim e20percent = tim e 1 (postim e20percent ( 1 ));
% identily tim e 100%
closest lOOpercent =  percentstance (end);
poslOOpercent =  find (percentstance ==  closest lOOpercent); 
closest 1 OOpercent F zstance = Fzstance (poslOOpercent);
postimelOOpercent =  find (c losest 1 OOpercent Fzstance = =  Fz); 
tim e lOOpercent = tim el (postim e lOOpercent(end));
% identify peak m edial/lateral ground reaction force 
peaklatGRF =  m ax (Fxstance); 
peaklatGRFpercentpos = find (peaklatGRF = =  Fxstance); 
peaklatGRFpercent = percentstance (peaklatGRFpercentpos);
peakmedGRF =  min (Fxstance);
peakm edG RFpercentpos =  find (peakmedGRF ==  Fxstance);
peakm edG RFpercent = percentstance (peakm edGRFpercentpos);
c lose  gcf;
plot (percentstance, Fxstance); 
title ('M edial/Lateral Shear'); 
xiabel ('percentstance (%)'); 
ylabel ('Fxstance (N)'); 
pause;
hold on;
plot (peaklatGRFpercent, peaklatGRF, 'ro'); 
pause;
hold on;
plot (peakm edG RFpercent, peakmedGRF, 'ro'); 
pause;
% identily peak ant/post ground reaction force 
peakantGRF =  min (Fystance); 
peakantGRFpercentpos = find (peakantGRF == Fystance); 
peakantGRFpercent = percentstance (peakantGRFpercentpos);
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peakposGRF =  m ax (Fystance);
peakposG RFpercentpos =  find (peakposG RF - =  Fystance);
peakposGRFpercent =  percentstance (peakposG RFpercentpos);
c lose  gcf;
plot (percentstance, Fystance); 
title ('Anterior/Posterior Shear'); 
xiabel ('percentstance (%)'); 
ylabel ('Fystance (N)'); 
pause;
hold on;
plot (peakantGRFpercent, peakantGRF, 'ro'); 
pause;
hold on;
plot (peakposG RFpercent, peakposG RF, 'ro'); 
pause;
%  ------------------------------------------------------
% Section 2: Identify variables during stance 
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
% specify variables 
fs =  120;
outputfileext3 =  'meandata.out'; 
outputfileext2 = 'peakdata.out'; 
outputfileext =  'ensem blem om ent.out';
% file information  
filenam e -  's lc lt l .tx t ';
colum ns =  25;
rows = inf;
headers =  2;
%--------------------------------------------------------------------
“/ocreate filenam e
filenam e =  ['s' int2str(s) 'c' int2str(c) 't' int2str(t) inputfileext];
%open file
data = m y_fopen(directory, filenam e, colum ns, rows, headers); 
fprintf(l, '\n'); 
fprintf(l, filenam e);
% assign variables
anklefpangle =  data (:, 12); 
anklespangle = data (:, 11); 
kneefpangle =  data (:, 9); 
kneespangle =  data (:, 8); 
hipfpangle =  data (:, 6); 
hipspangle =  data (:, 5);
G Rm om ent = data (:, 15)./1000;
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kneefpm om ent =  data (:, 2 1 )./I0 0 0 ;  
anklefpm om ent =  data 18)71000; 
hipfpm om ent =  data (:, 24 )71000;
R A SIx =  data (:, 2)71000;
R A Sly  = data (:, 3)71000;
tim e =  O :l/fs:(length(kneefpm om ent)-l)/fs;
% identify stance phase and variables during stance
poslOOpercent =  find (tim e >  timeOpercent & tim e <  tim e lOOpercent); 
tim e2 = tim e (pos 1 OOpercent);
tim e2 = time2';
anklefpangle 100 =  anklefpangle (poslOOpercent); 
kn eefpan g le l00  =  kneefpangle (poslOOpercent); 
hipfpangle 100 = hipfpangle (pos 1 OOpercent);
anklespangle 100 =  anklespangle (poslOOpercent); 
kneespangle 100 =  kneespangle (poslOOpercent); 
hipspangle 100 =  hipspangle (pos 1 OOpercent);
G Rm om ent 100 =  G Rm om ent (pos 1 OOpercent);
anklefpm om ent 100 = anklefpm om ent (poslOOpercent); 
kneefpm om ent 100 = kneefpm om ent (poslOOpercent); 
hipfpmomentlOO = hipfpm om ent (poslOOpercent);
% identify jo in t ROM  throughout stance
m inanklefpanglel 00 =  m in (anklefpangle 100); 
m inkneefpanglelOO = min (kneefpangle 100); 
minhipfpanglelOO = min (hipfpangle 100);
m axanklefpangle 100 = max (anklefpangle 100); 
m axkneefpangle 100 = m ax (k n eefp an g le l00); 
maxhipfpanglelOO = max (hipfpangle100);
anklefpROM lOO =  m axanklefpangle 100 - m inank lefpanglel00; 
kneefpROMlOO = m axkneefpangle 100 - minkneefpanglelOO; 
hipfpROMlOO =  maxhipfpanglelOO - minhipfpanglelOO;
m inanklespangle 100 = min (anklespangle 100); 
minkneespanglelOO =  min (kneespangle 100); 
minhipspanglelOO =  min (h ipspangle100);
m axanklespanglel 00 = m ax (anklespangle100); 
m axkneespangle 100 = m ax (kneespangle 100); 
maxhipspanglelOO = max (hipspangle100);
anklespROMlOO =  m axank lespanglel00  - minanklespanglelOO; 
kneespROM  100 = m axkneespangle 100 - m inkneespangle 100; 
hipspROMlOO = maxhipspanglelOO - minhipspanglelOO;
% calculate jo in t angular velocity  
dataderiv =  anklefpangle 100; 
anklefpvelocity =  fsd (dataderiv, fs); 
m axanklefpvelocity =  max (anklefpvelocity); 
m inanklefpvelocity = min (anklefpvelocity);
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c lose  gcf;
plot (tim e2, kneefpm om ent 100); 
xlabel ('stancetim e (s)'); 
ylabel ('kneefpm om ent (Nm /kg)'); 
pause;
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Section 3: Identify variables within first 20  percent stance 
%----------------------------------------------------------------------
% identify jo in t m om ents during 20percent stance
pos20percent =  find (tim e > timeOpercent &  tim e <  tim e20percent); 
tim e3 =  tim e (pos20percent);
tim e3 =  time3';
anklefpangle20 = anklefpangle (pos20percent); 
kneefpangle20 =  kneefpangle (pos20percent); 
hipfpangle20 = hipfpangle (pos20percent);
anklespangle20 =  anklespangle (pos20percent); 
kneespangle20 =  kneespangle (pos20percent); 
hipspangle20 =  hipspangle (pos20percent);
G Rm om ent20 =  GRm om ent (pos20percent); 
anklefpm om ent20 =  anklefpm om ent (pos20percent); 
kneefpm om ent20 =  kneefpm om ent (pos20percent); 
hipfpm om ent20 =  hipfpm om ent (pos20percent);
hold on;
plot (tim e3, kneefpm om ent20, 'g'); 
pause;
% identify peak fpm om ent for first 20%  stance
m inkneefpm om ent20 =  min (kneefpm om ent20);
m inkneefpm om ent20pos = find (kneefpm om ent 100==m inkneefpm om ent20); 
m inkneefpm om ent20tim e3 = tim e3 (m inkneefpm om ent20pos);
m axkneefpm om ent20 = m ax (kneefpm om ent20);
m axkneefpm om ent20pos =  find (kneefpm om entl 00 — m axkneefpm om ent20); 
m axkneefpm om ent20tim e3 = tim e3 (m axkneefpm om ent20pos);
% identify variables at m in/m ax peak for kneefpm om ent20
atm inanklefpangle20 =  anklefpangle20 (m inkneefpm om ent20pos); 
atm inkneefpangle20 = kneefpangle20 (m inkneefpm om ent20pos); 
atm inhipfpangle20 =  hipfpangle20 (m inkneefpm om ent20pos);
atm inanklespangle20 =  anklespangle20 (m inkneefpm om ent20pos); 
atm inkneespangle20 =  kneespangle20 (m inkneefpm om ent20pos); 
atm inhipspangle20 =  hipspangle20 (m inkneefpm om ent20pos);
atm inG Rm om ent20 = G Rm om ent20 (m inkneefpm om ent20pos); 
atm inanklefpm om ent20 =  anklefpm om ent20 (m inkneefpm om ent20pos); 
atm inkneefpm om ent20 = kneefpm om ent20 (m inkneefpm om ent20pos); 
atm inhipfpm om ent20 = hipfpm om ent20 (m inkneefpm om ent20pos);
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atm axanklefpangle20 =  anklefpangle20 (m axkneefpm om ent20pos); 
atm axkneefpangle20 =  kneefpangle20 (m axkneefpm om ent20pos); 
atm axhipfpangle20 =  hipfpangle20 (m axkneefpm om ent20pos);
atm axanklespangle20 =  anklespangle20 (m axkneefpm om ent20pos); 
atm axkneespangle20 =  kneespangle20 (m axkneefpm om ent20pos); 
atm axhipspangle20 =  hipspangle20 (m axkneefpm om ent20pos);
atm axG Rm om ent20 = G Rm om ent20 (m axkneefpm om ent20pos); 
atm axanklefpm om ent20 =  anklefpm om ent20 (m axkneefpm om ent20pos); 
atm axkneefpm om ent20 =  kneefpm om ent20 (m axkneefpm om ent20pos); 
atm axhipfpm om ent20 =  hipfpm om ent20 (m axkneefpm om ent20pos);
hold on;
plot (m inkneefpm om ent20tim e3, m inkneefpm om ent20, 'ro'); 
hold on;
plot (m axkneefpm om ent20tim e3, m axkneefpm om ent20, 'ro'); 
pause;
% -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Section 4: Interpolate jo in t m om ents during stance to create ensem ble plot 
% .---------------------------------------------------------------------
adjustedtim e2 =  tim e2 - tim e2 ( 1 );
percentstanceinterpl = adjustedtime2 (;,;)/ adjustedtime2 (end).* 100; 
percentstance i =  0; 100;
kneefpm om enti =  interpl (percentstanceinterpl, kn eefpm om entl00, percentstancei);
alldatai (counter, :) =  kneefpm om enti; 
percentstancei =  percentstancei';
kneefpm om enti = kneefpmomenti';
c lose  gcf;
plot (percentstancei, kneefpm om enti); 
title ('interpolated data for ensem ble plot'); 
xiabel ('percentstancei (%)'); 
ylabel ('kneefpm om enti (Nm /kg)'); 
pause;
%----------------------------------------------------------------------
“/oSection 5; Calculate exit velocity  and angle from R A SIx and R A S ly  after 
“/ocontact
%----------------------------------------------------------------------
% identify the position o f  tim e in array after stance and create tim e o f  exit m aneuver (exittim e) 
posexittim e =  find (tim e >  tem ptim e (end)); 
ex ittim e =  tim e  (p o sex ittim e( 1:20));
% identify R A SIx and R A Sly  position during exit maneuver 
exitR A SIx = R A SIx (posexittim e (1:20)); 
exitR A SIy =  R A Sly  (posexittim e) 1:20));
% calculate resultant array (exitarray) using the pythagoren theorem  and 
“/ocalculate velocity  using fsd.m
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dataderiv = exitR A SIx;
derivative = fsd(dataderiv, fs);
R A SIxvelocity =  (derivative'); 
m eanR A SIxvelocity =  m ean (R A SIxvelocity);
title ('position o f  exitR A SIx in blue and exitR A SIy in red used to calculate exitangle and velocity') 
plot (exittim e, exitR A SIx);
hold on;
plot (exittim e, exitR A SIy, 'r');
dataderiv =  exitR ASIy;
derivative =  fsd (dataderiv, fs);
R A SIyvelocity = (derivative'); 
m eanR A SIyvelocity =  m ean (R A SIyvelocity);
m eanexitvelocity2 =  sqrt (m eanR A SIxvelocity.^2+m eanR A SIyvelocity.^2);
% calculate exit angle using inverse tangent
exitangle2 =  atan (m eanR A SIxvelocity./m eanR A SIyvelocity);
exitangle2deg =  -(ex itangle2*360./(2*pi));
pause;
%----------------------------------------------------------------------
% com pile data
alldata(counter, :) =  [s c t exitangle2deg m eanexitvelocity2 peaklatGRF peakmedGRF peakantGRF
peakposGRF minanklefpanglelOO m axanklefpanglelOO anklefpROMIOO minkneefpanglelOO  
maxkneefpanglelOO kneefpROMIOO minhipfpanglelOO maxhipfpanglelOO hipfpROMlOO  
m inanklespangle100 m axanklespanglelOO anklespROMlOO minkneespanglelOO m axkneespangle100  
kneespROMIOO minhipspanglelOO maxhipspanglelOO hipspROMIOO m inanklefpvelocity  
m axanklefpvelocity atm inanklefpangle20 atm inkneefpangle20 atm inhipfpangle20 atm inanklespangle20  
atm inkneespangle20 atm inhipspangle20 atm inG Rm om ent20 atm inanklefpm om ent20  
atm inkneefpm om ent20 atm inhipfpm om ent20 atm axanklefpangle20 atm axkneefpangle20  
atm axhipfpangle20 atm axanklespangle20 atm axkneespangle20 atm axhipspangle20 atm axG Rm om ent20  
atm axanklefpm om ent20 atm axkneefpm om ent20 atm axhipfpm om ent20 m inkneefpm om ent20  
m axkneefpm om ent20] ;
allkneefpm om enti(:, counter) = [kneefpm om enti]; 
counter =  counter + 1 ;
% close current figure 
c lose(gcf)
end
% save stance data create filenam e
outputfilenam e= ['s' int2str(s) 'c' int2str(c) 't' tforfilenam e outputfileext]; 
my save (directory, outputfilenam e, [percentstancei, allkneefpm om enti], 4);
%save data
outputfilenam e= ['s' int2str(s) 'c' int2str(c) 't' tforfilenam e outputfileext2];
my save(directory, outputfilenam e, alldata, precision);
cic
fprintf( I ,'\nDone processing');
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A PPE N D IX  III
THESISGRFIMPULSE.M AND MY INTEGRAL.M
% This file  is written to reduce GRF and calculate ground reaction impulse 
“/owithin the sagittal and frontal plane during the stance phase.
% clean workspace
clear;
cIc;
counter = 1;
% file information
tforfilenam e =  input ('What trial numbers should the output file  be saved under? (ie . 1-10 or 1,5,7 in single  
quotes)\n \n ')
s =  input ('What subject number w ould you like to process?\n\n ');
c = input ('What condition number would you like to process?\n\n ');
for t =  input ('What trial number w ould you like to process? (ie. 1:10 or [1 5 7])\n\n ');
directory =  'C:\M ATLAB6p5\work';
inputfileext = '.txt';
outputfileext = '.out';
colum ns =  4;
rows = inf;
headers = 2;
% specify variables 
fs = 1080; 
precision =  4;
%create filenam e
filenam e =  ['s' int2str(s) 'c' int2str(c) 't' int2str(t) 'force' inputfileext];
% open file
data = m y_fopen(directory, filenam e, colum ns, rows, headers); 
fprintf(l, '\n'); 
fprintf(l, filenam e);
% assign variables 
Fx =  data (:, 2);
Fy =  data (:, 3);
Fz =  data(;, 4);
tim e I = 0 :l/fs :(len g th (F z)-l)/fs;
% make tim e a row vector  
tim e I = tim e!';
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%pull out subset o f  data 'representing' stance (e .g ., Fz >  30 ) Fzgraphposition -  find (Fz >  30);
%call the subset 'Fzstance'
Fzstance =  F z  (Fzgraphposition);
Fxstance =  F x (Fzgraphposition);
Fystance =  Fy (Fzgraphposition);
%create tim e variable for Fzstance 
temptime =  tim e 1 (Fzgraphposition);
%adjust first position  o f  stance to be tim e zero 
tim estance =  tem ptim e - tem ptim e ( 1 );
%convert tim estance to percents tance
percentstance =  tim estance (;,;)/ tim estance (end).* 100;
% identify first 20%  stance
posfirst20 =  find (percentstance (:, 1) < =  20); 
first20 =  percentstance (posfirst20);
% identify tim e o f  0% and 20%  and 100%  
closestOpercent =  first20 ( 1 ); 
posOpercent =  find (first20 = =  closestOpercent);
closestOpercent Fzstance =  Fzstance (posOpercent);
postimeOpercent = find (closestOpercent Fzstance = =  Fz); 
timeOpercent =  tim el (postim eO percent(l));
closest20percent =  first20 (end);
pos20percent = find (first20 = =  closest20percent);
closest20percent F zstance = Fzstance (pos20percent);
postim e20percent =  find (closest20percent F zstance = =  Fz); 
tim e20percent = tim e 1 (postim e20percent ( 1 ));
closest! QOpercent = percentstance (end);
poslOOpercent =  find (percentstance = =  closestlOOpercent);
c losest 1 OOpercent F zstance =  Fzstance (poslOOpercent);
postim e 1 OOpercent =  find (closestlOOpercent Fzstance =  Fz); 
time 1 OOpercent = tim e 1 (postim e 100percent( 1 ));
% identily peak m edial/lateral ground reaction force 
peaklatGRF =  m ax (Fxstance); 
peaklatGRFpercentpos = find (peaklatGRF = =  Fxstance); 
peaklatGRF percent = percentstance (peaklatGRFpercentpos);
peakmedGRF =  min (Fxstance);
peakm edG RFpercentpos =  find (peakm edGRF =  Fxstance); 
peakm edGRFpercent = percentstance (peakm edGRFpercentpos);
% identify peak ant/post ground reaction force 
peakantGRF =  min (Fystance); 
peakantG RFpercentpos =  find (peakantGRF = =  Fystance); 
peakantGRFpercent =  percentstance (peakantGRFpercentpos);
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peakposG RF =  max (Fystance);
peakposGRF percentpos =  find (peakposGRF = =  Fystance);
peakposG RF percent =  percentstance (peakposG RFpercentpos);
derdata =  Fxstance; 
idata =  m y integra! (derdata, fs); 
ifpim pulse =  idata; 
fpim pulse =  ifpim pulse (end)
derdata =  Fystance; 
idata =  m y integral (derdata, fs); 
ispim pulse =  idata; 
spim pulse =  ispim pulse (end)
% com pile data
alldata(counter, :) =  [s c  t ipim pulse spim pulse] ; 
counter =  counter + 1 ;
end
% save data
outputfilenam e= ['s' int2str(s) 'c' int2str(c) 't'tforfilenam e 'impulse' outputfileext]; 
my save(directory, outputfilenam e, alldata, precision);
fprintf ( l,'\n  done processing')
% function for integrating and creating a data set to plot over tim e...called as idata =  
%my integral (derdata, fs);
function idata =  m y integral (derdata, fs);
my integral = (derdata)*(l/fs);; 
ix =  0; 
counter =  1 ;
for i =  (1 ilength (derdata));
tempidata = (ix  +  m y integral (counter)); 
idata (:, counter) =  tempidata; 
ix = tempidata; 
counter =  counter + 1 ; 
end
tim ederdata = 0:l/fs;(length (derdata)-l)/fs; 
tim eidata =  0 :l/fs:(length (id ata)-l)/fs;
subplot (2 , 1, 1), plot (timederdata, derdata); 
subplot (2 , 1, 2), plot (tim eidata, idata); 
fp r in tf  ( 'to  co n tinue  press space bar'); 
pause;
c lose  gcf;
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